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Abstract 

The rapidly expanding technology of cellular communication and wireless 

communication, portable computers, and satellite services promises to make it possible 

for mobile users to have access to information anywhere and anytime. Users on a daily 

ba is  are using portable devices frequently. These types of devices c m  be classified 

primarily by their size. computational power. memory capacity, and power and battrry 

lifetime. For example, Personal Digital Assistant devices (PDAs) are smdl portable 

computers run on AA batteries. They may be without disk and have more constrains in 

terms of menory capacity and computational power than other portable devices, which 

are called laptops, that have more computation power, memory, more storage capacity; 

however; their battery Iifetime is shoner if we consider typical use of these devices. 

Finding approaches to reduce power consumption and to improve application 

performance is a vital and interesting problem to be investigated. Many approaches have 

been developed to address this problem. They range from hardware to software level 

approaches. Our work is at the application layer too, where an approach for adaptive 

mobile applications is developed. In this thesis, we propose a mobile code toolkit for 

adaptive mobile applications that mns on WindowsCE platform. With this toolkit we 

combine JVMs on both the proxy server and the mobile device as one virtual machine 

from the application point of view to dynamically split application objects between JVMs 

according to the mobile environment. 
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In the Nome of Allrih, the Most Benefif ent, the Most Merciful. 

(77)"Does not man see that We have created him from Nzïtfah (mLred male and fernale 
discharge semen drops). Yer behold! He (stands forth) as an open opponent.(78) And he 
pnts forth for Us a parable, and forgets his oivn creation. He says: "Who will give life to 
these bones when they have rotted arvay and becnme dust?"(79) Say: (O Muhammad ACV) 
"He will give life to them ??%O created them for the fvst tirne! And He is the All-Knower 
of evey  creation!" (80) He, Who proditces fur you fire out of the green tree, when 
behokd! Yorr kindle therervirh. (81) Is not He, Who created the heavens and the earth Able 
to create the like of them? Yes, indeed! He is the Ail-Knorving Szîprerne Creator. (82) 
V e d ~  His Command, when He intends a thing, is only thnt He says to it, "Be!" and it is! 
(83) So Glorified is He and Exnlted above ail thnt they associate with Him, and in ?Vhose 
Hands is the dominion of al1 things, and to Him you shall be retumed. " 

(Quran) Chapter 36, verses 77-83 
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1. Introduction 

The rapidly expanding technology of cellular communication and wireless 

communication, portable computers. and satellite services promises to make it possible 

for mobile users to have access to information anywhere and anytime. Users on a daily 

basis are using portable devices frequently. These types of devices cm be classified 

primarily by their size, computational power, memory capacity. and power and battery 

lifetime. For example, Persona1 Digital Assistant devices (PDAs) are small portable 

computen run on AA batteries. They may be without disk and have more constrains in 

ternis of rnemory capacity and computational power than other portable devices, which 

are cailed laptops, that have more computation power, memory, more storage capacity; 

however; their battery lifetime is shorter if we consider typical use of these devices. 

Regardless of the classification of portable devices, some portable devices are 

supponed, and some will be, in the near future, supported with wireless connection to 

information networks such as the Intemet and Intranets. 



The resulting computing environment is callrd mobile computing. Users of this 

environment are no longer required to maintain a fixed position in the network, and there 

is no restriction on their mobility. 

Already. there are a number of general-purpose (Horizontal) and domain specific 

(Vertical) applications of mobile wireless computing in use. Taxi dispatcher, mail 

tracking, point of sale are examples of Vertical applications, and Mail-enabled 

applications and information services are examples of Horizontal applications. 

Users who are carrying personal portable devices will be able to send and receive 

emails from any location as well as be informed about specific predefined conditions 

irrespective of time and location. Mobile computing will result in a new approach of 

computing. 

Due to battery restrictions, the mobile device will be quite often powered off. 

Short periods of activity are most likely to happen. Reading or sending email, querying 

remote databases, for example, will be quite often discontinued or separated by 

considerable arnount of time where the device is disconnected. 

Since there is no restriction on the user mobility, the mobile device quite often 

will be used in different environments over short periods of time, where the user can 

cross between two different coverage areas of wireless communications. This process is 

called hnnd-08s. 



Hand-offs are relatively straightfonvard in cellular voice communications due to 

the higher lose of information that c m  be tolerated; however. in data transfers, where the 

rate of data lose must be as low as possible, the hand-offs forrn a challenge. 

1.1 Mobile Computing Challenges 

Mobile computing poses new challenges. The major challenges cm be 

categorized as following. 

1. Mobility Management and Scalability. 

2. Wireless Communication. 

3. Portability. 

1.1.1 Mobility Management and Scalability. 

On the fixed network, mobile users are able to establish a connection frorn 

different data ports at different locations. Wireless connection enables virtual unrestricted 

mobility and connectivity from any location within the area of radio coverage. Mobility is 

a new important component in system design. It affects to a certain extent the network 

level data management as well as the application level. 

Mobility of clients results in constantly changing topology of the system, calling 

for mobility of resources. Location management deals with mobile clients while 

configuration management refers to mobility of resources. In a mobile environment, the 



location of the user c m  be considered as a variable whose value changes with every 

move from one location to another. Hence, location becomes a frequently changing piecr 

of information. 

The fundamental trade-off in location management is between searching and 

updating. For example, a user A wants to establish the location of a user B. Should user A 

search the entire network or should user A search only predefined location? Or, should 

the user B inform ever body about its move from one location to another? 

Some work has been done on cornparing different locating and addressing 

schemes. The problern itself is difficult since it involves several dimensions. Solutions 

that are optimal in terms of nurnber of messages sent may show a poor performance in 

terms of latency. It is not clear how detailed the statisticai profiles of users should be in 

order to provide a significant performance advantage. In general, mobility of hosts result 

in a new set of issues in distributed systems [ I l .  

The less infonned the sender is. the more search cost is incurred. Hence mobility 

substantially affects data placement. Since mobile hosts have severe resource constraints 

in Lems of lirnited battery life and limited size of non-volatile storage, the burden of 

computation and communication load cm not be distributed equally among static and 

mobile hosts. 

The scale of the mobile environment goes far beyond any existing paradi-ms. 

Many predictions cal1 for tens of millions of portable devices of varying classes that can 

move across a worldwide communication networks. 



In location management, the total volume of transactions due to location updates 

rnay be higher by an order of magnitude than the capacity of the existing networks [2]. 

Due to frequent changes that may involve wide-area moves of large number of 

machines, scale plays a critical role. Scale can have major consequences for limited 

bandwidth resources. The increasing number of users requires using srnaller and smaller 

cells because of the limited frequency systems. This in tum will complicate the location 

management due to increasin; number of hand-offs. 

1.1.2 Wireless Communication. 

Mobile cornputers require wireless network access, although sornetimes they rnay 

physically mach to the network for a beiter or a cheaper connection when they remain 

stationary. Wireless communications is much more difficult to achieve than wired one 

because the surrounding environment interacts with the signal. blocking signal paths and 

introducing noise and echoes [3j. Wireiess connections are of lower quality than wired 

ones because of these reasons. 

Lower bandwidths, higher error rates, and more frequent spurious disconnection 

are factors that make the wireless communications of less quality. These factors can in 

tum increase communication latency due to retransmission, retransmission timeout 

delays, error control protocol processing, and shon disconnection. 

Wireless connection cm be Iost or degraded also by mobility. Usen may step out 

of the coverage of network transceiven or enter areas of high interference. Unlike the 



typical wired networks, the number of devices in a cell varies dynamically, and a large 

concentration of mobile users may overload network capacity as well. 

Today's computer systems often depend on the network. They may stop to work 

dunng network failures. Network failure is of greater concem for mobile computing 

designs than the traditional one since wireless communication is very susceptible to 

disconnec tions. 

Either spending more resources on the network trying to prevent disconnections, 

or allocating more resources to enable systems to cope with disconnections more 

gacefully and work around them as much as possible is a primary solution. 

The more autonomous the mobile computer is, the better it can tolerate network 

disconnections. Some applications, for exarnple, reduce communication by mnning 

entirely locally on the mobile computer rather than splitting the application and the user 

interface across the network. 

Mobile computing designs need to be more concemed about the bandwidth 

consurnption and constraints than the fixed cornputers. Wireless communications deliver 

lower bandwidth than wired networks. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show the bandwidth for various 

wireless and wired media. 



Table 1.1: The delivered bandwidth of different wireless media 

Type l Bandwidth 

TabIe t -2: The delivered bandwidth of different wired media 

Infrared 

Radio communication 

Telephon y 

(CDPD Cellular Digital Packet Data) 

1 Mbps 

2 Mbps- lOMbps 

4 to 19.2 Kbps 

- - + -  TYP - :: - . - . -  - A 

.,.. . . 
Ethernet. 

ATM 

. , Bandwidth 

10- 100 Mbps 

FDDI 

155 Mbps 

1 O0 Mbps 

Network bandwidth is divided among the users sharing a cell. The deliverable 

bandwidth per user is a more useful measure of network capacity than raw rneasured 

bandwidth. Since this measure depends on the size of population, it is suggested that the 

bandwidth of wireless communications networks is measured by the bandwidth per cubic 

rneter [4]. 

Mobile computing desips aiso stnve to cope with a much greater variation in 

network bandwidth than the tradition one. Bandwidth can shift one to six orders of 



magnitude between being plugged in versus using wireless access. Huctuating traffic 

load seldom causes this much variation in available bandwidth in fixed networks. 

An application cm approach this change in bandwidth in one of the following 

ways. 

1. It assumes high bandwidth connections and operates only while 

plugged in. 

2. It assumes low bandwidth connections and does not take advantage of 

existing higher bandwidth. 

3. It adapts to currently available resources. providing the user wirh a 

variable level of quality of service. 

In contrat to most stationary cornputers, which stay connected to a single 

network, mobile cornputers encounter more heterogeneous network connections. As they 

rnay leave one network, they switch to another. Even in different places, they rnay 

experience different qualities. For example, a meeting room may have better wireless 

connection than the hallway of a section in a building. Even when plugged in, they may 

still concurrently connect ihrough wireless connections. They may need to switch from 

one network interface to another especially when moving from indoors to outdooe, for 

instance, when switching from cellular coverage in the city to satellite coverage in the 

country. This heterogeneity rnakes mobile networking more complex than traditional 

networking 



1.1.3 Portability. 

Desktop computer are not expected to be carried around with their usen. Their 

design allows them to reduce space, power, and cabling and heat dissipation. The design 

of mobile computers should strive for propenies such as size, weight, durability and long 

battery life. Any specialized hardware to offload from the CPU tasks such as data 

compression or encryption should justify its consumption of power and in size and 

weight. 

Batteries are the Iargest single source of weight in a portable computer. While 

reducing battery weight is important, too smdl  a battery can undermine portability, which 

may lead the user to charge more frequently. Minirnizing power consumption c m  

improve portability by reducing battery weight and prolonging the life of a battery. 

Power consumption is given by CFF, where C is the capacitance of the wires, V 

is the voltage swing, and the F is the dock frequency, there are three ways to reduce the 

power consumption. First, by reducing capacitance of wires by greater K S I  integration 

and rnulti-chip module technology. Second, by reducing the voltage levels by redesigninp 

chips to operate at lower voltages. Chips operate at five volts, but to Save power, some 

manufactures develop chips that work at 2.5 to 3 volts. Third, by reducing the frequency. 

Clock frequency c m  be reduced, trading off computation speed against the power 

savings. PDA products have adopted this idea as well as other notebooks. For example, 

the Sharp PC 6785 can save power by dynamically shifting CPU speed from 25 MHi to 

10 MHz when it detects a shortage of power. 



Power c m  be saved not only by design, but also by efficient use of operations. 

Power management software can power down some individual hardware cornponents 

when they are in idle mode, for example, spinning down the intemal disk or tuming off 

screen lighting. Applications can conserve power by reducing computation, 

communication and memory. Since cellular telephone transmission typically requirts 

about ten tirnes as much power as reception, trading for more receiving can also Save 

power [SI. 

1 Display 

Table 1.3: Power consumption break down by system component. 

1 Keyboard 

- - - --System C0mp~nent.r . - - --, - 

Display edge-light 

CPU/Memory 

Hard Disk 

In conclusion, mobile computing is charactenzed by the previous constraints and 

challenges. These constraints are not as product of current technology, but they are 

related naturally to mobility. Together, they complicate the design of mobile information 

systems and require rethinking traditionai approaches to information access and 

application design. Mobility intensifies the tension between autonomy and 

interdependency that is characteristic of al1 distributed systems. 

-PowerConsumption Percentage Wise. 

35% 

31% 

10% 



The relative resource shortage of mobile elements as well as their lower tnist and 

robustness argue for reliance on static servers. The need to cope with unreliable and Iow- 

performance networks, as well as the need to be sensitive to power consumption argues 

for self-reliance. Any feasible approach to mobile computing must strike a balance 

between these competing issues. This balance cannot be static as the environment of 

mobile computing changes; it m u t  react and dynamically reassign the responsibility of 

client and server. In other words, the clients must be adaptive. 

1.1.4 Thesis Argument. 

Finding approaches to reduce power consumption and to improve application 

performance is a vital and interesting problem to be investigated. Many approaches have 

been developed to address this problem. They range from hardware to software lcvel 

approaches as mentioned previously. 

Previous work at the software level for mobile applications was to split statically, 

at design time, an application into a server and client, where the client executes at the 

mobile device and the server mns at a fixed host in the wired network. Splitting an 

application statically does not grantee the maximum quality of service to the usen, 

especially in mobile computing environments due to the above-mentioned challenges. To 

improve quality of service to the users, at the fixed host, filtenng rnechanisms diat work 

according to the current condition of mobile computing environment are deployed, which 

make mobile applications more adaptive. 



Our work is at the application layer too, where an approach for adaptive mobile 

applications is developed. In this thesis, we suggested a new approach based on Greedy 

Graph partition for adaptive mobile applications. in which an application's objects will be 

split dynarnically between the mobile device and fixed host according to the mobile 

device and fixed host's available resources and wireless network state, 

This approach requires special infrastructure and tools rather thm a specific 

application design. Mobile applications. especially ones that do intensive computation 

and communication, can be divided dynamicaily as a client and server between the wired 

network and the mobile device according to the mobile environment and to the 

availability of the resources on both the mobile device and the wired network. With this 

approach, more windows of adaptability to the mobile environment are possible. In 

addition, it allows the applications to have dynarnic access to faster machines through 

faster servers. This will increase the performance of applications and reduce the power 

consumption on mobile devices since offloading computation to the wired network will 

reduce the CPU cycles and memory needed to achieve certain tasks at mobile devices. 

In this thesis, Java will be used as primary developing lanpage for applications 

as well as for implementing Our toolkit. Since Java produces a portable execuiable code, 

it allows implementation of distributed computing easily. However, Java Virtual 

Machines are in early stages of development, particularly those work for the WindowsCE 

platform. They need to be extended to export the mobile computing environment 



variables, such as available bandwidth, battery lifetime and power available at the mobile 

host as well as performance parameters such as CPU utilization. These extensions require 

the use of native languages, such as C/C++. 

1.2 Contribution of Thesis 

The contribution of thesis can be surnmarized as following: 

Development of an object mobility toolkit that dynamically and 

transparently moves objects from mobile devices to the proxy 

server. The toolkit is based on Java Seriaiization and Proxy 

Patterns, and works on a wide variety of devices including PDAs 

running WindowsCE. 

Suggestinp a modified Greedy Graph Partitioning algorithm to be 

used for Load Sharing purposes to share load between the mobile 

devices and the proxy server. 

Implemented an MP3 Player in Java 

Demonstrates feasibility of dynamic load balancing approach to 

overcome client device and the bandwidth limitations. 

Published early insights in Parallel Distributed Processing 

Techniques and Applications (PDPTA999) Conference, and in the 

Proceedings of the Eighteenth (IASTED) International Conference 

on Applied Informatics (A172000) 



1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis contains 8 chapters including this chapter. Chapter 2, Background. is 

mainly about Ianguages, tools and infrastructures for building, implementing, and 

supporting distributed computing applications as well as mobile applications in general. 

These tools will be briefly discussed and related to Our work. As an example of these 

tools, we will discuss Java &MI, CORBA, Jini and Voyager. Chapter 3, Related Work. 

surveys the previous and current work in the field of mobile computing; particularly 

previous work that uses Proxy Servers as an infrastnicture for supporting mobile 

applications. Chapier 4, Basic Idea and Preliminary Studies. explores Our main idea. Results 

of a case study show the feasibility of our approach, dynarnically splitting application 

functionality. These results were published in the Proceedings of PDPTA'99 conference. 

In Chapter 5. Dynamic Object Mobility Toolkit, we propose the basic structure of Our toolkit. 

showing the main structure of necessary software components and describing their 

functionality. The focus of this chapter will be on the monitoring part and the process of 

moving objects between two JVMs. Chapter 6, Java MF3 Player, explores an MP3 decoder, 

written in Java. Technical information will also be provided about the decoding 

algorithm. The object graph and calling graph of the Java MP3 decoder will be presented 

as well. We show complexity and performance of the MP3 decoder on different platforms 

including a WindowsCE device with a MIPS CPU, a Iaptop with a Pentium 133, and 

WindowsNT workstations with 300MHz Pentiums. In Chapter 7, Experiments and Resuits 



we introduce a modified version of the Greedy Graph Partitioning algorithm to group 

strongly related objects, and we show results of using Our approach with the Java MP3 

player as an example. We run the dgonthm with different parameters for the mobile 

environment and observe the results. We expect improvements in decoder performance as 

well as reducing power consumption for both laptop and WindowsCE devices. In Chaptrr 

8, Conclusion and Future Work, we draw Our conclusion and show the feasibility of oui 

approach, and we indicate possible extensions of this work as areas of future research. 



2. Background 

2.1 Java Language and Virtual Machine 

Java is a language that is claimed to be simple, object-oriented, network oriented 

designed, interpreted, robust and secure. architecture uniform, portable, high- 

performance, multithreaded and dynarnic 161. We agree with most previous 

characteristics of Java, but with the high-performance. We argue that Java to be high- 

performance is completely depends on the platform as well as whether any type of 

optimization is being used or not. For exarnple, a JVM, with JIT compiler enabled, runs 

on a Pentium III 500 MHz device rnuch faster than a JVM, with no KI' at dl, that runs on 

WindoivsCE handheld device with M P S  75MHz CPU. 

Java was designed as close to Ctç as possible in order to make the language more 

comprehensible. Automatic garbage collection was added, thereby simplifyin, 0 the task of 

Java prograrnming but making the system more complicated. 

A common source of complexity in many ClCi+ applications is storage 

management, allocation and freeing memory. Having automatic garbage collection, the 



Java language not only makes the programming task easier, but also it drarnatically cuts 

down on the number of bugs in applications. One of the goals of Java is to enable the 

construction of software that can run stand-alone in small machines. The Java interpreter 

and standard libraries have a small footprint. A small size is important for use in 

embedded systems and so Java can be easily downloaded over the net. 

2.1.1 Object-Oriented 

Object-oriented design is very powerful because it facilitates the clean definition 

of interfaces and makes it possible to provide reusable software components [7]. Object 

oriented design is a technique that focuses design on the data and on the interfaces to it. 

Object-oriented design is also the mechanism for defining "plug and play" modules 

through interface definition mechanism. 

2.1.2 Network-Oriented 

Java has an extensive library of routines that work easily with TCPm protocols 

like HTTP and FTP. This rnakes creating network connections much easier than using 

C/C++ libraries. Java applications can open and access objects across the net through 

URLs with the same ease that programmers are used to when accessing a local file 

system. 



2.1.3 Robust 

Java is intended for wnting programs that must be reliable in a variety of ways. 

Java puts a lot of stress on early checking for possible problems, late dynamic runtirne 

checking, and eliminating situations that are error prone [8]. 

One of the advantages of a strongly typed language, Iike Ctç, is that it allows 

extensive compile-tirne checking so bugs can be found early. C++ inherits a number of 

ambiguities in compile-time checking from C, which narnely are method/procedure 

declarations, 

The linker understands the type system and repeaü many of the type checks, 

which are done by the compiler to guard against version and mismatch problems. The 

single biggest difference between Java and C/C++ is that Java has a pointer rnodel that 

eliminates the possibility of overwriting memory and conupting data. Instead of pointer 

arithmetic, Java has true arrays. This allows subscript checking to be perfomed. In 

addition, it is not possible to turn an arbitrary integer into a pointer by casting [9]. 

Very dynamic languages like Lisp, TCL and Smalltalk are often used for 

prototyping. One of the reasons for their success at this is that they are very robust. Iava 

programmen can be relatively unconcern about memory issues because they do not have 

to wony about it being compted. Because there are no pointers in Java, prograrns cannot 

accidentally overwrite the end of a mernory buffer. Java proprns  also cannot gain 

unauthorized access to memory, which could happen in UC*. 



Java forces programmers to make choices explicitly, because it has static typing, 

which the compiler enforces. Along with these choices comes a lot of assistance, for 

example, programmers can write method invocations and if sornething wrong happened, 

such as calling an undefined method or calling a method with incompatible arguments, 

they are informed about it at compile time. 

2.1.4 Security 

Java is intended for use in networked/distnbuted environments. Toward that end, 

a lot of emphasis has been placed on security. The authentication techniques are based on 

public-key encryption. There is a strong relationship between "robust" and "secure." For 

example, the changes to the semantics of pointers make it impossible for applications to 

copy access to data structures or to access pnvate data in objects that they do not have 

access to. This closes the door on most activities of malicious code in Java since it does 

not ailow memory pointer notion [IO]. 

2.1.5 Architecture Uniform 

Java was designed to support applications on networks. Networks are composed 

of a variety of systems with a variety of CPU and operating system architectures. To 

enable a Java application to execute anywhere on the network, the compiler generates an 

architecture-uniform object file format; the compiled code is executable on many 

processors, given the presence of the Java mntime system. 



This is useful not only for networks but also for single system software 

distribution. With Java, the same version of the application runs on al1 platfoms. The 

Java compiler achieves platform-independency by generating byte code instructions, 

which have nothing to do with particular compter architectures. They are designed to be 

both easy to interpret on any machine and easily translated into native machine code on 

the fly (1 11. 

2.1.6 Portability 

Unlike C and C++, there are no implementation-dependent aspects of the 

specification. The sizes of the primitive data types are specified, as is the behavior of 

arithmetic on them. For example, int always means a signed two's complement 32 bit 

integer, and float always means a 32-bit IEEE 754 floating point number. Making these 

choices is feasible because basicaily al1 relevant CPUs share these characteristics. 

The libraries that are a part of the system define portable interfaces. For exarnple, 

there is an abstract Window class and irnplementations of it for Unix, Windows NT/95, 

WindowsCE and the Macintosh OS. 

2.1.7 lnterpreted Bytecode 

Java bytecode is translated on the fly to native machine instructions and not stored 

anywhere. As a part of the bytecode Stream, more compile-time information is cmied 

over and available at runtirne reflecting the internai structure of compiled source code. 



2.1.8 High Performance 

While the performance of interpreted bytecode is more than adequate for small 

comoutations. there are situations where higher performance is required. The hytecode 

can be translated at mntime into machine code for the particular CPU the application is 

mnning on. The bytecode format was designed with generating machine codes in mind, 

so the actual process of generating machine code is generally simple. Using Just-In-Tirne 

compiling technology, Java virtual machines can be speed up to ratio of 7 to 10 times 

faster [ 121. 

2.1.9 Multithreaded 

Multithreading is a way of building applications with multiple threads. Writing 

progams that deal with many things happening at once can be much more difficult than 

writing in the conventional single-threaded WC++ style. 

Java has a sophisticated set of synchronization primitives that are based on the 

well-known used monitor and condition variable paradigm. By integrating these concepts 

into the language, they are much easier to use. Other benefits of multithreading are to 

improve interactive responsiveness and red-time behavior, which is limited by the 

underlying platform. Running on top of other systems like Unix, Windows, the 

Macintosh OS, WindowsNT or WindowsCE limits the real-time responsiveness to that of 

the underlying system. 



2.1.1 O Embedded Java Platforms 

Currently, embedded devices span a wide variety of consumer and business 

products, including devices such as smart mobile phones. pagen, PDAs, set-top boxes. 

process controllers, office pnnters, and network routers and switches. Embedded devices 

have dedicated functionality; they are designed exactly for a specific set of tasks. Since 

they are engineered for long life and high reliability. embedded devices include low- 

speed microprocessors and may have a limited amount of memory [ 131. 

To meet performance and size requirements, embedded device manufacturers use 

a Real Time Operating System (RTOS) and custom development tools, compatible with 

devices' memory limitations. There are several different RTOS vendors that exist, each 

with a specific operating environment and many with strongly integrated and specialized 

developrnent tools. 

Early environments for embedded devices were developed in assembler. As these 

devices developed. some manufacturers shifted to higher-level Ianguages like C and C t t .  

Embedded device manufacturers have tumed to the Java programming language to 

answer their needs and for the advantages that Java provides as mentioned in Section 2.1 

There are IMVs that are available currently for Handheld PCs and other portable devices. 

Major software companies, narnely Sun Microsystems and Microsoft, produce them. We 

use the product of Microsoft to build the applications and tools for Handheld PCs [14]. 

Their JVM supports the core functionality of Sun's JDK l . lx ,  which is an appropriate 

choice for our work. 



2.2 Distributed Systems and Tools 

Distributed systems require that computations running in  different address spaces. 

p t e n t i d l y  on different hosts, De zble to cornrnuniciite. For a basic coninunication 

mechanisrn, many computer languages support sockets, which are flexible and sufficient 

for general communication. However, sockets require the client and server to engage in 

application level protocols to encode and decode messages for exchange, and the design 

of such protocols is not trivial and c m  be error prone. 

An alternative to sockets is Remote Procedure Cal1 (RPC), which abstracts the 

communication interface to the level of a procedure c d .  Instead of working directly with 

sockets, the programmer has the feel of calling a local procedure, when in fact the 

arguments of the call are packaged up and shipped off to the remote target of the call. 

W C  systems encode arguments and retum values using an external data representation, 

such as XDR [15]. 

WC, however, does not translate well into distributed object systems, where 

communication between prograrn level objects residing in different address spaces is 

needed. In order to match the semantics of object invocation, distributed object systems 

require remote method invocation (RMI.) In such systems, a local surrogate (stub) object 

manages the invocation on a remote object. The following sections will describe briefly 

some architectures and tools that support object-oriented distnbuted systems. 



2.2.1 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 

As more industries are connected to the Internet and intranets, software 

Qeveiopment is becoming compiex. The compiexity o i  software dcvelopment has 

produced a major revolution in systems development. Object-oriented cornputing is 

progressively becoming more typical. Thcb other major revolution, which is occurring in 

the computer industry, is distributed computing. 

Every major new distributed computing technology has committed to the promise 

of intemperability between heterogeneous systems and applications. Although 

connectivity between most types of operating systems platforms is available. 

interoperability at the application level remains an issue. Main factors include the 

inherent difficulty of distributed application programming and the lack of standard 

interfaces between applications. 

CORBA is the product of OiMG [16], which defines a higher-level facility for 

distributed computing. It provides standards for distributed objects architectures. 

2.2.1.1 Distributed Objects 

A distributed object is a piece of code that can live anywhere in the network or 

Intemet. It breaks the restrictions of classical objects. Distributed objects are packaged as 

independent pieces of code that c m  be accessed by clients in the same machine or 

machines across the network through locdremote method invocations. The language and 

compiler used to create the objects are totally transparent to the clients. Clients need not 



know where the object resides or the operating system it executes on. Distributed objects 

can message each other transparently anywhere in the Internet. CORBA clients just need 

the interfaces the server object publishes. The interfaces serve as the binding contract 

between clients and servers. 

2.2.1.2 Components 

Components are stand-alone objects that can be plugged and played across 

networks, applications, languages, tools and operating systems. Distributed objects are by 

definition components because of the way they are packaged. The distnbuted objects 

infrastnicture rnakes components more autonornous, self-managing and collaborative 

[17]. The main idea behind software cornponent technology is to provide software users 

and developers the same levels of plug-and-play application interoperability that are 

available to consumers and manufacturers of electronic parts. 

2.2.1 .3 Object Request Broker (ORB) 

An object request broker (ORB) is the centrai cornponent of CORBA. It is the 

rniddleware that establishes client-semer relationships between objects. Using an ORB 

the client can transparently invoke a method on a server object. The server object can be 

on the same machine or on a remote machine in the network. The ORB intercepts the cal1 

and is responsible for finding an object that can implement the request, p a s  the 

parameten, invoke the method and finally renirn the results computed to the server. The 

client need not know any details about the object like the location of the object, the 



programming language in which it is implemented, the operating system under which it 

executes or the platform on which it exists. The client-server relationship is applicable for 

any particular application. Objects can act as either client or server depending on the 

instance: however, CORF3A does not support the moving of objects from one host to 

another. The following are the features of CORBA ORB. 

Static and dynamic method invocation 

CORBA ORB supports both types of method invocations, static and 

dynamic. It is possible either to statically define method invocations at compile 

time or dynamically discover them at run time. Thus, it is possible to have either 

strong type checking at compile time or maximum flexibility associated with late 

binding. 

High-level language bindings 

With CORBA ORB invoking methods on server objects, the use of a high- 

level lanpage of choice (C, C++, Smalltalk) is possible. The client need not 

concem about the implementation details of the server objects as well. C O M A  

separates the interface of objects frorn their implementation. thus providing 

Ianguage-uniform data types that make it possible to cal1 objects across language 

and operating system boundaries. 



Self-describing system 

To provide facilities for dynamic invocation of methods CORBA provides 

an Interface Repository, which contains information describing the interfaces the 

server supports dong with its parameters. The client uses this meta-data to invoke 

methods at mn-time. The meta-data, information regarding classes of objecrs at 

compile time, is either generated automatically by a precompiled Interface 

Definition Langage (DL) 1181 or by compilers that generate D L  directly from 

an 00 langage. 

LocaYremote transparency 

An ORB can run standalone or c m  be interconnected to other ORBs in 

other environments. ORB can broker interobject calls within a single process. 

multiple processes running within the same machine or machines ninning across 

the networks. The client is transparent to dl the low level details like transports, 

server locations, and object activation. 

Polymorp hic messaging 

ORB can invoke a method cal1 corresponding to a specific server object. 

Thus, more thm one server object can have the same method name. This means 

that the same function cal1 may have different effects depending on the object rhat 

receives it. 



2.2.1 .4 Limitations of CORBA 

Standard C O D A  does not address the main inherent complexities of distnbuted 

cûmpüdiig süch as Laicniy, Fii~li Talerance and, Dzadioçi. COiEBA does nor aiiow 

objects to be passed by value. Cunent implementation of CORBA lack efficient suppon 

for bulk data transfer, it does not consider garbage coIlection, and it does not address the 

issue of memory leaks [ 191. 

2.2.1.5 Embedded CORBA 

As communications technologies are maturing, there is a rapidly growing need for 

embedded devices that can communicate to components running on remote computing 

platforms. The applicability of such devices is extremely wide, from the users who want 

devices that can serve as web browsers, email, or Intemet chat clients to the telephone 

companies that need to manage their network devices; which justifies the need for Mobile 

Computing research. 

Embedded applications are often highly resource constrained and typicdly run on 

a less general purpose OS than Windows or Unix, for example, WindowsCE operating 

systerns for PDAs. It is not the CORBA standard itself that would prohibit its use in an 

embedded environment. It makes few assumptions about underlying operating system 

functionality. Although the architecture may be well suited for distributed computing 

even in the context of embedded devices, CORBA products face significant challenges in 



the embedded environments. To be specific, the barriers to CORBA's success in 

embedded environments include. the following. 

CORBA implementations are not typically built upon micro-kernel 

architecture. This makes it difficult to modify the CORBA mn-time down 

to its bare essentials, which is important for embedded systems 

development. 

CORBA implementations do not typically give developen low-level 

control over the management of system resources. e.g. heap allocation. 

CORBA implernentations are not presently open enough to support 

developer-supplied extensions, such as adding new transport protocols and 

message passing formats. 

Because the programming langage of choice directly influences many of these 

issues and their potential solutions, it is assumed that developers are using the CORBA 

C++ language rnapping. Other language mappings could conceivably render some of 

these issues ro be arguable, while potentially introducing new ones. 

Conventional COMA implementations experience intricate binding of al1 

CORBA features together such that developers are forced to include al1 features of the 

COREM architecture to use any ORB features. 

More adequate alternative approach is to define the absolute core functionality 

that anyone who uses the ORB will require, and any other extra features layered on top of 



this core. The ORB can then be customized with additional features and functionality 

through dynamically loadable modules on those OS'S that support such functionality. On 

those platforms that do not support dynarnic loading, the ORB can be re-built with the 

desired features and functionality linked in. 

This is similar to many popular embedded Operation Systems that allow 

developers to rebuild the operating system kernel with selective functionality turned on or 

off. Again, this technology is hardly sophisticated, however it does demand a change of 

viewpoint for ORB implementen. To better rneet the needs of embedded systems 

programmers, C O M A  standard implementations need to be redesigned. 

2.2.2 Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) 

Java Remote Method Invocation allows programmers to wnte distnbuted objects 

using Java. RMI provides a simple and direct model for distributed computing with Java 

objects. These objects can be new Java objects, or can be simple Java wrappen around an 

existing APL RMI extends the Java model; write once run anywhere, to be run 

everywhere as well. 

Because RMI is centered on Java, it bnngs the power of Java safety and 

ponability to distributed computing. It connects to existing and legacy systems using the 

standard Java native method interface Jh?. RMI can also connect to an existing relational 

database using the standard JDBC package [20]. The RMYJNI and RMI/JDBC 

combinations let programrners use RMI to comrnunicate with existing servers in non- 

Java languages, and to expand usability of Java to those serves when necessary. 



There are many advantages of using RMI. At the most basic level, RiVI is Java's 

remote procedure cal1 (RPC) mechanism. It has several advantages over traditional RPC 

systems because it is part of Java's object oriented approach [XI. Traditional RPC cannot 

provide functionality that is not available on al1 possible target platforms. 

2.2.3 Jini Technology 

Jini connection technology is a Sun Microsystems invention designed to ailow 

distributed systems of components to exist on many different platforms. It lets software 

and hardware cornponents becorne smoothly integrated into a neiwork through the use of 

Java technology. h i  connection technology lets anyone connect any device to any 

network in a simple manner. providing mechanisms for software services or hardware 

devices to automatically join together into a group of Jini devices. The Jini services 

architecture is buil t upon the Java distributed computing platform architecture [22]. 

Devices in a Jini network are connected using Java Remote Method Invocation 

(RMI) explained in Section 2.2.2. This enables the Jini system to be secure and allows 

Java objects to move between Java Virtual Machines (VM) to implement the discovery 

protocol, join protocol, and the lookup service [23]. 

To form a Jini network of devices and services, a registration process occurs with 

a lookup service. When a device is connected to the network, i t  performs the discovery 

process trying to iocate the Jini lookup service at which it uploads al1 of its interfaces for 

al1 its services, and joins the Jini network. The lookup service also has the responsibility 



to behave as a control center to connected clients to a particular service. When that 

happens, the interface for the requested service is copied to the client. 

2.2.4 Voyager ORB 

Voyager is a tool that offers an object request broker, with msny additional 

features. Voyager ORB consists of a universal communication architecture. which allows 

Voyager programs to be universal supporting client and server bi-directional 

communication with others such CORBA, RMI and other ORB architectures. The 

universal narning service in Voyager allows access to many cornmercially available 

naming services through a signal Application Program Interface (API). The universal 

directory is a directory that can be shared by al1 clients. For instance, an RMI server can 

bind an object into the universal directory using the native API for RMI registry, and a 

CORBA client can search the same object using the CORBA naming service API 1241. 

The universal messaging layer in Voyager ORB allows different types of 

messages such as synchronous. one-way, or future, to be sent to an object regardless of its 

location or object model. Ln synchronous messaging, the method is blocked till the result 

cornes back. However, in one-way messaging, the method is not blocked and the result is 

discarded. In future messaging, a result placeholder is returned so that the method will 

not be blocked, and the result will be probed and obtained later. 

Voyager maices e=cient use of the power of Java interfaces to make accessing a 

remote object as simple as accessing a local object. It implements the proxy pattern [25] 

to associate the object with its proxy. If a method cal1 is made to a proxy object, it is then 



fonvarded to the associated object. If the object is local, then the method is executed 

directly, resulting in performance improvement. Othenvise, if the object is at a remote 

site, the proxy object will fonvard the call. serializing parameters, the method is invoked 

at the remote object, and the result is serialized again and returned. This also happens to 

the exceptions when they are thrown. If a remote exception occurs, it  is caught at the 

remote site and thrown locally. Proxy objects in Voyager are created dynamically if they 

do not exist. 

Voyager has Distributed Garbage Collection (DGC), which reclairns objects when 

there are no local or remote references to them. It uses the Delta Pinging algorithm that 

keeps the traffic required for garbage collection to a minimum [26] .  

Voyager allows the creation of remote objects. A remote instance of a class can 

be created and a prony is obtained of that object. Classes can be dynarnically loaded from 

one site to another using a build-in Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which allows 

any voyager program to serve classes without the need of an extemal web server. 

Voyager supports object mobility. It provides a set of APIS that ease this task and make it 

transparent to the programmer. With object mobility, Voyager suppons also autonomous 

mobile agents. A programmer can develop mobile autonomous agents that move 

themselves between hosts and continue to execute upon arrival. 

Unfortunate, Voyager is supported on cenain platforms, and thus we could not 

use it as toolkit for moving object between the WindowsCE devices and a proxy server. 

As a result, we had to develop Our own toollcit. 



In this chapter a brief survey of the well-known distributed system tools and their 

advantages, was given. As we have seen, some distnbuted architectures and tools cannot 

work on embedded systems due to the limitation of the embedded systems. 

For the thesis, we developed a Java distnbuted system, similar to Voyager toolkit 

that works on the WindowsCE platfoms in addition to traditional platfoms such as 

Windows98/NT. The design and the implementation of this toolkit will be discussed in 

detail in Chapter 5. 



3. Related Work 

Introduction. 

The lack of local resources and physical secunty argues for reliance on servers. 

However, the lack of reliable, cheap communication as well as the variable costs to 

access services argues for self-reliance on the part of mobile clients. The challenge for 

mobile computing is to strike an appropriate balance between these two competing 

concems. This baiance is not static one. As the circumstances of a mobile client change, 

it must react and repartition duties between client and server. In other words, it must be 

adaptive. Such adaptation may occur anywhere along a spectmm characterized by two 

extremes: either everything on the client or the server. 

The notion of rnoving processes or objects around to achieve better overall 

performance is a well-studied topic. Process or object migration has been used 

successhilly for load balancing and improving resource utilkation. Process migration 

suffers from a few drawbacks when implemented in full generality. For exarnple, it is 



difficult to deal with file descnptors when being migrated. Such systems have generally 

been implemented to work on homogeneous networks of workstations. However, many 

languages and virtual machines have been developed and tools exist to overcome rhis 

limitation. Java and other scripting languages such TCL are developed to be used with 

vinual machines that can run tools that migrate objects and processes to other virtual 

machines. 

Mobility is the key to adaptation to the mobile environment. Only through 

watchfulness and prompt reactions can a mobile ciient offer acceptable services in  spite 

of the problçms thar spell its existence. These include unpredictable variations in network 

quality, wide disparity in the availability of services, limitations of the resources at the 

mobile device imposed by weight and sire constraints, concem for battery power 

consumption, lowered trust and robustness resulting from exposure and motion. 

3.2 Layers of Mobile Computing 

This section explores in brief the mobile computing layers. 

Applications: Often unaware of mobility, often communication intensive, 

application developen may be often reluctant to change their code to 

customize to mobile environments. Users like to use the same applications 

that they are used to in the backbone network 

Middleware: Designed to provide transparent computing abstraction to 

mobile users and applications, many portable devices have very rudimentary 



middleware. Writing portable middleware is nontrivial given that there is not 

much standardization among portable platforms yet. 

Native OS: Vary significantly in terms of sophistication, not always fnendly 

to network applications, limited programming capabilities, often non-standard 

development environments. 

Protocols: Typically a modified TCPm or custom network protocol stack 

needs to address issues of wireless channel error, mobility, location- 

independent addressing, and heterogeneity in terms of available resources. 

Networks: Wireless networks from local area (Wavelan. RangeLan, 

NetWave, [27,28,29]) to metropolitan area (CDPD. Arais, [3O,3 1)) Most of 

these networks offer low-bandwidih and limited services, thereby making i t  

hard to write highly adaptive applications or network software. Portable 

devices range from smart phones to notebooks. and Vary significantly in terms 

of processing power, display, memory, disk size, battery power, connectivity, 

and programrning support. 

Our focus in this chapter is on the first two of the mobile computing Iayers. 



3.3 Adaptation to Mobile Data Access 

Mobile clients face many challenges. These challenges render adaptation as the 

key to mobile data access. There are two approaches to adaptation: application-aware, 

which 1 will explore in Odyssey; and application-transparent which 1 will explore in the 

Coda File System. Odyssey is considered a compromise solution for application-aware 

adaptation. It fdls between two extremes. At one extreme, adaptation is entirely the 

responsibility of the applications. At the other extreme. application-transparent 

adaptation, the system has full responsibility for adaptation and the resource 

management. This approach is exernplified by Coda, which is suitable for legacy 

application because they can run unmodified. 

3.3.1 Application-Aware Adaptation for Mobillty (Odyssey) 

In Odyssey [32], a monitor is established to monitor resources such as 

CPU cycles; bandwidth and battery power, and to interact with each application to best 

exploit these resources. For example, when high bandwidth connectivity is lost due to a 

radio shadow, Odyssey detects the change and notifies the interes ted applications. Video 

application, for example, may respond by skipping frames, displaying fewer frames per 

minute, while a Web page client will display degraded versions of large images. 



The Odyssey approach for adaptation is characterized as application-aware 

adaptation. The essence of this model is a collaboration effort between the system and the 

individual applications. The system monitors the resources levels. notifies applications of 

relevant changes, and enforces resource allocation decisions. Each application 

independently decides how best to adapt when notified. 

3.3.2 Coda 

Coda [33] is an application-transparent adaptive support system. Coda provides 

clients, particularly mobile ones, with highly available access to files. Coda presents a 

single, global namespace to clients organized in volumes, which are sub-trees of the 

namespace. Applications running on Coda clients use the standard UNIX file system 

interface. Desktop applications can continue to run on mobile clients without 

modification. The client cache manager, Venus, is solely responsible for coping with the 

consequences of mobility. Coda clients are in regular use over a wide range of networks 

such as 10 iMb/s Ethernet, 2 Mb/s radio, and 9600-baud modems. Coda deals with the 

best and worst possible network conditions, and it adapts to conditions between these end 

points. As a starting point in understanding how Venus adapts to varying network 

conditions, we first explore the best case: high quality, fast LANs. In such a situation, 

Venus is said to be strongly connected. When an application opens a file in Coda, Venus 

checks to see if the file is already cached. If it is not, Venus fetches the file from a server 

to its local disk cache. When a client caches a file from the servers, it also obtains a 



callback - a promise to be told if another client updates the file. When a changed file is 

closed. a copy of the new file contents is sent back to the semers. The servers notify any 

clients, with callbacks, for any file that it has changed. This is known as a cnllbnck break. 

Experience shows that this approach to maintaining file cache coherence offers excellent 

scalabil ity and performance. 

There is a broad range of conditions between strongly connected and 

disconnected operation. Coda users can operate clients over 2 Mb/s radio links, and over 

modems as slow as 9600 baud. As network bandwidth decreases, the importance of 

reordenng or delaying network traffic to preserve the iilusion of strong connectivity 

increases. To preserve the strongly connected illusion, Venus endeavors to satisfy most 

drmand cache misses as soon as possible, and delays other traffic as necessary. These 

decisions are made at as high level in the system as possible. How to reschedule network 

traffic is revisited as available network quality changes. Adaptive decisions are made in 

threr key areas; cache coherence, reintegration, and demand cache fetches. 

3.4Tools and Middleware for Adaptive Mobile Applications 

Mobile applications need to be capable of responding to time-vqing wireless- 

QoS and mobile-QoS conditions. Wireless transport and adaptation management systems 

should therefore be capable of transporthg and manipulating content in response to 

changing mobile network quality of service conditions. Mobile signaling should be 

capable of establishing suitable network support for adaptive mobile services. Medium 



access controllen must be capable of sharing the wireless link capacity arnong mobile 

devices supporting adaptive quality of service assurances when possible. In the following 

sub-sections. we will explore the major tools and middleware that support adaptive 

mobile applications. 

3.4.1 Communications Manager for Mobile Applications 

The goal of Comma [34] was to create architecture and an application 

programmer interface (API), for adaptive applications. The API provides a simple and 

powerful way for application developers to access the information required to easily 

incorporate adaptive behavior into their application. It provides easy-to-use methods to 

access this information, a wide variety of operaton and ranges available to provide the 

application the information it needs when it needs it, a small Iibrary to link with to 

rninimize the overhead placed on the client and to minimize the amount of data that needs 

to be transferred between the clients and the servers. 

In a future release, the communication could be changed to use XDR [35] and 

pack the transferred data more efficiently than is done currently. Comma is not a network 

management protocol, and it is not designed as a replacement for SNMP [36]. A Comma 

application could certainly provide the same functionality as an SNMP manager by 

polling each Comma server on a network for the required SNMP variables. However, this 

was not the motivation behind Comma. 



3.4.2 Rover Toolkit 

The Rover toolkit [37] offers applications a distributed-object system based on the 

client-srrvsr archi(eçture. Ciients are Rovrr appiications that rypically n in  on mobiie 

hosts, but could run on stationary hosts as well. Servers. which may be replicated, 

typically run on stationary hosts and hold the long-term state of the system. 

Communication between clients is limited to peer-to-peer interactions within a mobile 

host (using the local object cache for sharing) and mobile host-server interactions; there 

is no support for remote peer-to-peer or mobile host-mobile host interactions. The Rover 

toolkit provides mobile communication support based on two ideas: re-locatable dynamic 

objects (RDOs) and queued remote procedure cal1 (QRPC). A re-Iocatable dynamic 

object is an object with a well-defined interface that c m  be dynarnically loaded into a 

client computer from a server computer, or vice versa, to reduce clientherver 

communication requirements. Queued remote procedure cal1 is a communication 

mrchanism that permits applications to continue to make non-blocking remote procedure 

calls even when a host is disconnected; requests and responses are exchanged upon 

network reconnection. 

The key task of the programmer when building a mobile-aware application with 

Rover is to define (RDOs) for the data types manipulated by the application, and for data 

transported between client and server. The programmer then divides the program into 

portions that run on the client and portions that run on the server; these pans 

communicate by rneans of QRPC. The programmer then defines methods that update 



objects, including code for conflict detection and resolution. To use the Rover toolkit, a 

programmer links the modules that compose the client and server portions of an 

application with the Rover toolkit. The application actively cooperates with the runtime 

systern to import objects onto the local machine, invoke well-defined methods on those 

objects, expon logs of method invocations on those objects to servers, and reconcile the 

client's copies of the objects with the servers. Earlier work on Rover introduced the Rover 

architecture, including both queued RPC and re-locatable dynamic objects. S o m  

suggested enhancements to the toolkit extend the design and implementation of QRPC 

and RDOs with compressed and batched QRPCs. 

There are several steps involved in porting an existing application to Rover or 

creating a new Rover based application. Each step requires the application developer to 

make one of several implementation choices. While Rover does not provide any tools for 

building applications, it does provide a consistent framework. The first step is to split the 

application into components and identify which components should be present on each 

side of the network link. It is very important that application developers think carefully 

about how application functions should be divided between a client and a server. The 

division will be mostly static. as most of the file system components will remain on the 

server and most of the GUI components will remain on the client. However, those 

components that are dependent upon the computing environment (network or 

computationd resources) or are infrequently used may be dynamically generated. For 

example, the search operation performed by a client could be dynamically customized to 



the current link attributes: over a low latency link, more work could be done at the client 

and less at the semer, and vice versa for a high latency link. Likewise, a client couid pre- 

fetch the main portion of an application's help information but less frequently referenced 

portions could be loaded on demand. Once the application has been split into 

components, the next step is to appropnately encapsulate the application's state within 

objects that c m  be replicated and sent to multiple clients. Also, the application developer 

must decide which mechanisms to use for notifying users of the status of displayed data. 

3.4.3 Sumatra. 

Sumatra [38] is an extension of the Java programming environment that suppons 

adaprive mobile programs. Platform independence was the primary ba i s  for choosing 

Java as the base for Sumatra. In the design of Sumatra, the Java language was not altered. 

Sumatra c m  run ail legai Java programs without modification. A11 added functionality 

was provided by extending the Java class library and by modifying the Java interpreter 

without affecting the virtual machine interface. Policy decisions conceming when, where 

and what to move are left to the application. The high degree of application control 

allows programmers to easily explore different policy alternatives for resource 

monitoring and for adapting to variations in resources. Sumatra has two additional 

programming abstractions besides Java abstractions: object groups and e-recirrion 

engines. An object grozip is a dynarnically created group of objects. Objects can be added 

to or removed from object groups. Al1 objects within an object group are treated as a unit 

for mobility related operations. This allows the programmer to customize the granularity 



of movement and to amortize the cost of rnoving and tracking individual objects. This is 

particularly important in languages like Java because every data structure is an object and 

moving the state of one object at a tirne can be expensive. An e-rectîtion engine is the 

abstraction of a location in a distributed environment. It corresponds to an interpreter 

executing on a host. Sumatra allows object grorips to be moved between execiction 

engines. An e.rect<tion engine may also host active threads of control. Objects in an objecr 

group are automatically rnarshaled using type information stored in their class templates. 

When an object group is moved, a11 local references to objects in the group (stack 

rçferences and references frorn other objects) are converted into proxy references, which 

record the new location of the object. Some objects, such as UO objects. are tightly bound 

to local resources and cannot be moved. References to such objects are reset and must be 

reinitialized at the new site. The class template for an object (and the associated 

bytecode) can be downloaded into an exeoition engine on application request. 

Method invocations on proxy objects are translated into calls at the remote site. 

Type information stored in class ternplates is used to achieve W C  functionality without a 

snib compiler. Exceptions generated at the called site are fonvarded to the cailer. 

Sumatra provides a resource-monitoring interface, which cm be used by 

applications to register monitoring requests and to determine current values of specific 

resources. When an application makes a monitoring request, Sumatra forwards the 

request to the local resource monitor. If the monitor does not support the requested 

operation, an exception is delivered to the application. 



3.4.4 Mobiware. 

Mobiware [39] is based on a methodology of open programrnability [10] for the 

introduction, controi md management of new adiiptive mobile services. ir provicies a set 

of open programmable CORBA interfaces and objects that abstract and represent network 

devices and resources, providing a toolkit for programmable signaling, adaptation 

management and wireless transport services. 

Mobiware provides a foundation for open programmable mobile networking that 

is suited toward managing the evolving service demands of adaptive mobile applications 

and dealing with the inherent compiexity of delivenng scalable audio. video, and real- 

time services to mobile devices. 

Built on an adaptive quality of service API, Mobiware consists of a set of 

controllers that interact with transport, network and medium-accrss controller distributed 

objects that maintain application-specific adaptive qudity of service needs. This API is 

specifically designed to quantitatively address the wireless-QoS and mobile-QoS needs of 

adaptive mobile applications. Mobile applications use this API at the transport layer 

specifying a utili~frinction that maps the range of observed quality to bandwidth. The 

observed quality index refers to the level of satisfaction perceived by an application at 

any moment. The adaptation policy captures the adaptive nature of mobile applications 

in tems of a set of adaptation policies fast, smooth, after handoff or never. These policies 

dlow the application to controi how it moves dong its utility curve as resource 

availability varies. 



A simple set of adaptation policies is used in Mobiware to capture how an 

application wishes to respond to instantaneous bandwidth availability. A mobile 

multimedia application's range of perceptible quality is strongly related to how and when 

it responds to resource changes. Frequent variations between what may be considered 

optimal and minimum utility or even the frequent small change around an average 

application quality may be not appropnate to many applications. Mobile applications use 

this API to specify flow utility functions and adaptation policy. The adaptive-QoS API 

allows applications to associate temporal or event-based dimensions with their utility 

functions. 

3.5 Summary. 

From the previous work, we do note that the adaptation parameters being focused 

on are the network States and the mobile device computation power: bandwidth and the 

network latency and CPU cycles. The bandwidth and network latency were the main 

parameters upon which the adaptation would take place. In previous adaptation 

approaches, it is up to the application to the decide how to react to changes to the network 

state. The reaction could be filtering data, reducing the size of data, entirely changing the 

content of the data, or lirniting the computation of specific tasks if necessary. This argues 

for exporting the network state as well as available resources of the mobile device to the 

mobile applications to be designed to be adaptive. 



On the other hand, the automation of adaptation to the resources was not 

explored. There are a lot of similarities between Our work and the work in Sumarta. Both 

Sumarta and our work use extended Java Virtual Machine for portability issues and the 

ease of use of the language especially for implementing object mobility toolkits. The 

main difference between Our toolkit and Sumarta toolkit is that Sumarta entirely leaves 

the adaptation policy under the control of applications. The applications are fully 

responsible for moving objects between the mobile device and the proxy server or 

reducing the computation of tasks. In other words the reaction to changes in the 

environment is left to the application. However, to bui!d a fully automated toolkit to 

automate the adaptation process at mn time, application behavior rnust be known before 

hand. Capturing and modeling the application behavior, in our opinion, is a difficult 

problem to solve. 

In Our work, adaptation to the change in the resources and environment is partially 

left to the toolkit. We rry to automate some adaptation policies transparently to 

applications. For example, instead of reducing the computation power for a specific task, 

first we try to move and execute the task remotely at powerful machines in favor to 

reduce the CPU cycle at the mobile device. which in turn may result in reducing the 

power consumption at the mobile device too. If this adaptation policy costs more, then we 

signai the application to reduce the computation for the specific rask. In other words, we 

try first to use avaiiable remote resources to achieve the sarne task; othenvise, as last 

resort, we let the application do the adaptation. 



Our goal is to provide a toolkit that would help the adaptation process and not 

fully automated. We try to make the adaptation process as transparent to applications as 

possible. Ln Our design of the toolkit we consider extra parameters to network state 

parameters; namely the power consumption and relative CPU speed between the mobile 

device and the proxy semer; however, we assume that applications are still be aware of 

these parameters as well. Thus our goal is to design a Java toolkit that combines two Java 

Virtual Machines as one virtual machine application point of view. and to automate the 

object load or distribution between the two Java Virtual Machines. The overall goal is to 

reduce the power consumption and to increase the performance of the Java application 

for PDAs. 



4. Basic ldea and Preliminary Studies 

4.1 Introduction 

Power management is one of the obstacles that make ponable computer less 

useful. Battery power limits the utilization of ponable computers to be used anytime and 

anywhere. Quite often, AC power connections are not available, and the portable device 

rnust work on battery power. However, battery life of existing ones and batteries that are 

expected to exist in the future will not be sufficient for many situations. The projection on 

progress in battery technology shows that only a 20% improvement in battery capacity 

will occur over the next decade 1411. Users either alter their behavior or limit their use of 

the ponable device to preserve the battery Iife. If capacity of battery power cannot be 

improved, another alternative solution is to find ways to reduce power consumption over 

time, provided that these solutions do not have a great impact on the user. 

Many researchers have investigated this problem [42,43,44]. Solutions range from 

slowing d o m  CPU clock rate [45] to intelligently managing screen and disk during idle 

periods or tuming off some computer components that are not in use [45,46,47,48]. Some 



of these solutions made their way into commercial use, which gives a real indication of 

the importance of power management. 

Wireless communication is becoming more common in portable devices. In the 

absence of a wired connection, a wireless connection allows to maintain network 

connectivity, allowing remote file access and sending and receiving emails as well as 

browsing the htemet. Hence, they open a new window of opportunity to overcome some 

of the portable device computation limitations. However, wireless communications is 

regarded as contributing to the power management problem since sending and receiving 

data consume a considerable amount of power. Nevertheless. it can also be used to Save a 

significant arnount of power, as demonstrated with a simple exarnple in this chapter. 

In portable devices, performing tasks for a user drains power. Sorne of these tasks 

must be performed locally due to the nature of the tasks, for exarnpie, graphic user 

interfaces and the information that is required io be displayed to the user. However, other 

tasks could be executed anywhere provided that they return results back to the portable 

device. Hence if the power cost model for sending tasks elsewhere and getting the results 

back is less than the cost model of performing the task locally, then remote execution 

could Save a significant arnount of power. In this chapter, we will explore this idea by 

supporting portable devices through a dedicated machine called proxy server. A proxy 

server is a fast machine, compared to mobile devices, which a mobile device c m  have 

access to or cornmunicate with directly in fixed networks. Thus, executing tasks rernotely 



may also help decrease the response time and improve the performance of mobile 

applications. 

4.2 Background on Load Sharing in Distributed Systems 

In general. load sharing or balancing can be defined as a strategy in which every 

processor, in distributed systems. would have an equal load. However, some researchers 

distinguish between load balancing and load sharîng as follows. Load balancing is 

defined as a strategy in which evety processor having the same load is the targeted goal. 

Load sharing is defined as a strategy which attempts to have processors share the load. A 

load sharing strategy involves two policies. A transfer policy decides when a job must be 

transferred. which depends on the number of jobs that are waiting to be served in the 

local queue. The location policy decides which host should the jobs transfer to. This is 

done either by randody choosing a host or by analyzing workload information, which 

may be obtained either by probing a subset of hosts or by collecting the information 

periodically. If information is collected periodically, then the optimal penod must be 

determined as well. 

Many load-sharing algonthms have been proposed, and they can Vary from ones 

that do not use system state information- random algorithms - to ones that use global state 

information. Optimal Load Sharing Aigorithms is an example for algorithms that use 

global state information [49]. 



4.3 Mobile Computing and Load Sharing Algorithrns 

The main idea behind mobile computing is to enable the users to access a 

network or the htemet regardless of their location. Ideally users should get the same 

quality of service as if they were connected to the network using a wired connection. This 

is not possible since drawbacks of wireless connections such as instability in bandwidth 

and latency will play a major factor in degrading the quality of service. In addition to the 

wireless connection drawbacks. the limitation of the portable device in terrns of 

computation power and memory capacity as well as power consumption will also affect 

the quality of service that the user obtains. Even though these limitations are being 

addressed by many technologies, it is most likely that performance difference between 

the wired and wireless connections remain [50]. [SI] suggests that the computation. 

especially intensive ones, and communication should be done at the proxy side as much 

as possible for the reason that ponable devices have very limited resources. 

By offloading computation and communication to a proxy server in the wired 

network, reductions in computation and power consumption on the ponable device can 

be achieved. In order to conserve power, transmitting data must be kept at a minimum. 

since the power consumption for transmitting a message is often higher than receiving a 



message of the sarne size in wireless devices [48]. Optimizing applications so that they 

require fewer operations also reduces power. 

Figure 4.1 : General Proxy Infrastructure 

Assumptions made regarding load sharing in distributed systerns are no longer 

valid in wireless networks, where mobility introduces new challenge. For exarnple, the 

location policy selects an appropriate host for the job to be transferred. In wireless 

systems, the only fixed host is the proxy server the portable device communicates with 

directly as indicated in Figure 4.1. Thus jobs can only migrate to this proxy server. 

Therefore, using any existing location policy between the prory server and the fixed 

hosts, in case the proxy server decides to delegate jobs to other fixed host in the network. 

is not a concern for the portable device. In other words, the other fixed hosts in the 



network are transparent to the portable device as long as the computation is performed 

and the results retumed when needed. 

To probe and collect information, related to monitoring and load balancing 

decision, from the proxy servcr and the portable device, probing messages are needed. 

The overhead caused by probing messages is not negligible since the bandwidth in 

wireless networks is limited and the cost mode1 for send and receiving data is not cheap 

in terms of power consumption at the portable device. 

4.4 Java and WindowsCE 

Load sharing algorithms depend on the hornogeneity of the platforms in the 

network when transfemng jobs from one host to another in a fixed network. This 

assurnption is not valid when it comes to the variety of mobile computer platforms in 

practice today. It is, therefore, not possible to support the proxy semer with ail the 

platforms that possibly connect to it at any moment in tirne. Using Java Virtual Machine 

as the uniform platform will help solve this but ai an extra cost, overhead, which is not 

negligible especially for small portable devices such as handheld devices. 

In our study, we used a handheld WindowsCE 2.0 device to measure the power 

consumption as well as the response time of Java applications. To build power-aware 

applications in Java we had to extend the Java Vinual Machine on the portable device to 

be able to trace power consumption. Using Java Native Interface, a subset of Advanced 



Power Management APIS that are supported by WindowsCE is exported to extend the 

Java Virtual Machine [52]. 

Since the Java Vimial Machine for WindowsCE is relatively immature, some 

problems had to be addressed and solved. One of them was that the values retumed by 

the "System.cunentTimeMillis()" were rounded up to milliseconds that are divisible by 

1000. We fixed this bug by exporting the correct time in miIliseconds through the Java 

Native Interface. 

De/serialization of objects is the key for storing objects state and moving objects 

between Java Virtual Machines. Proxy objects are needed to forward messages to the real 

objects, which may reside in remote Java Vinual Machines. Remote Method Invocation 

protocols are mainly responsible for de/marshaling methods' parameters and retum 

objects, when invoking rnethods on remote objects. 

Unfortunately, the De/serialization hnctionality of objects in WindowsCE Java 

Virtual Machine is malfunctioning. Namely, the serialization algorithm was not using 

serialization version code as specified in the Object Serialization Specification [53]. 

To de/serialize objects, we had to fix this bug by forcing the algonthm to use Our 

serialization version code. 

WindowsCE Java Vimial Machine by itself does not support object mobility. 

Utilities and packages need to be developed to suppon object mobility. For exarnple, 

Voyager [54] has very extensive facilities to support object mobility for Java programs. 

Remote Method Invocation [55] helps to develop Java applications that c m  invoke 



methods on remote objects. However, these utilities and packages are built to work on 

PCs rather than on PDAs, due to the PDA limitations. 

We developed a utility that can work on PDAs that suppons object mobility. It 

ailows moving objects dynamically and according to the state of the mobile device and 

the mobile computing environment. Chapter 5 discusses in detail the structure. 

frarnework, and API, of this tooI. 

4.5 Experiments 

Since the main goal of using a proxy server is to Save power and increase the 

response time for an application by migrating jobs, the same can be achieved using the 

notion of mobile code. Java has the ability to serialize objects at one host and to load and 

execute them at runtime at another host. We identified the important parameters based 

on which dynamically adaptive mobile applications and tooikiü can take decisions as to 

which subset of an application's objects must be migrated and executed at the proxy side 

according to a specific critena. 

Some obvious parameten such as power consumption cost mode!, bandwidth. and 

relative CPU speeds are used in our case study. To show that load sharing can have a 

major impact on the response time and power consumption, ive studied CPU-intensive 

Java applications. We did choose to implement a float matrix multiplication aigorithm of 

order O (N~) in Java as an example of CPU intensive computations that occur during 

coding and decoding multimedia files in MP3, REG and MPEG format. Multimedia 



support will have potential relevance in future mobile applications. The same matrix 

multiplication algorithm was irnplemented and locally executed at the handheld device. 

Then, it was executed remotely at the proxy semer and results retumed back to the 

handheld device. We measured response time and power consumption in the handheld 

device and simulated the transmission and reception costs due to unavailabili ty of the 

wireless connection card for the handheld device that we used. HP 620LX. The response 

time measured when rernote execution occurred includes the cost of sending the code as 

well. 

The battery of the handheld device that is used c m  provide (7.2 V*1.35 A) 9.72 

W. if we assume that the general power consumption of the handheld device is 5 W-hr, 

then the battery will last for 2 hours approximately. Table 4.1 shows receiving and 

transmitting power costs for a WaveLAN PCMCIA wireless card 1561. We assumed in 

our power consumption calculations these values as constant values although in reality 

theses values are variable depend on the distance of between sender and receiver 

devices. In this thesis we did not consider the power consumed caused by the mobile 

device being idle during the handover process. 

Table 4.2 shows the power consumption equations used in our case study, where 

the Ts is the transmitting time, Tr is the receiving time, and the Te is the execution time 

of a process in seconds. For example, if the available bandwidth is 19.2 Kbps, and the 

data being send is 1024 bytes, then the power consumed when sending the data is 

0.00036 166 W-hr. 



Table 4.1: Receiving and Transmission Costs of Wave LAN PCMSCA Card 

Receiving 

Table 4.2: Equations of Power Consumption Costs for Transmission, Receiving, and 
Computing 

Transmitting 

Receiving 

3.1 W 

We also run another experiment that involves studying response time as well as power 

consumption of decoding a GIF image locally at the handheld device and remotely at the 

proxy server by sending the decoded result back to the handheld device as pix-map [57]. 



4.6 Results 

To show that sending Java objects to the proxy server can help improve mobile 

application performance, we varied bandwidth. proxy server CPU speed and data sizr 

being sent and received over the wireless connection and observed the response tirne as 

wel1 as the power consumption on the mobile device. The data transfer may include the 

object code or not since it is possible that the object code already exists on the proxy 

server. Results show that the available bandwidth is an important factor in drtermining 

whether an object should be rnigrated or not. We varied bandwidth between 1562.5 

bits/sec and 200kbits/sec. For higher bmdwidth, better application performance was 

achieved, and also less power was consumed on the portable device. 

The following graphs show the response time for multiplying two float matrices 

of size 10x10 and 400x400 as well as the power consumption when the object is executed 

locally and rernotely, where object code size is 1.27 KB and 

RRTIC: response time when executing the matrix multiplication object at a 200Mhz 

Pentium proxy server and the data being sent includes the object code. 

RRTLNC: response time when executing the matrix multiplication object at a 700Mhz 

Pentium proxy server and the data being sent does not include the object code. 

RRT2C: response time when executing the matrix multiplication object at a 300Mhz 

PentiumII proxy server and the data being send includes the object code. 



RRT2NC: response time when executing the matrix multiplication object at a 300Mhz 

PentiumII proxy server and the data being sent does not include the object code. 

LRT: local response time when matnx multiplication is executed on portable device. 

LPC: power consumption on the portable device when executing the matrix 

multiplication object on the portable device. 

WC: power consumption on the portable device when executing the rnauix 

multiplication object at the proxy server, which includes power consumption of 

sending and receiving data including object code. 

RPNC: power consumption on the portable device when executing the matnx 

multiplication object at the proxy server, which includes power consumption of 

sending and receiving data without object code. 

In the following graphs some cuves are overlapped, and this is mainly because code size 

is amortized by data size being sent with the code. In Figure 4.5 we choose not to show 

the RPNC curve because of not noticeable difference with PRC curve. 
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Figure 4.2: Response time for matrix multiplication of size 1Ox 10 locally and at the 
Proxy side. 

Bandwidth bitdsec 

Figure 4.3: Response time for rnat.rix multiplication of size 400x400 locally and ai the 
proxy side. 
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Figure 4.4: Power consumption for matrix multiplication of size 10x 10 
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Figure 4.5: Power consumption for matrix multiplication of size 400x400 



4.7 Discussion 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4 show the response tirne for matrix multiplication of size 

10x10 and 400x400 respectively. We choose these sizes to represent small and large 

problem sizes. Both graphs show the importance of the available bandwidth in 

determinhg the tradeoffs between response time and the power consumption costs. 

Figure 4.2 indicates that for srnall problem sizes, to increase the response tirne, relatively 

high bandwidth is required (100000 bitdsec or more) for offloading to be beneficial. 

Figure 4.3 shows that for large problem sizes, offloading is beneficial at relatively low 

bandwidths (from 3000 bits/sec and more) to increase the response time. 

Figures 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the power cost for small and large problem sizes 

respectively. For small problem sizes, it needs again relatively high bandwidths (200000 

bitslsec or more) to start reducing the power consumption; however, for large problem 

sizes, the reduction in power consumption happens at relatively low bandwidths (starting 

from 3500 bitdsec). 

From previous figures. the tradeoffs depend on problem size, bandwidth. and the 

relative CPU power between the mobile device the proxy server, which is indirectly 

deduced from the problem sizes. 

For non-trivial problem sizes, the results show that interesting tradeoffs appear at 

low bandwidths, although the response time could be very hi jh  even when using the 

proxy server strategy. However, obtaining low response time as well as saving power for 



small problerns requires relatively high bandwidths (200000 bitskec or more), which 

seems feasible with the WaveLAN wireless technology and third generation cellular 

systems. Even at data rates that are achievable with today's wireless technologies. 

offloading of compuiationally intensive components of an application appears promising. 

As a result we are motivated to continue explore and demonstrate via prototype prove 

that it is possible to increase the performance and/or reduce power consumption. 



5. Dynamic Object Mobility Toolkit 

5.1 Introduction 

Programs that use mobility as a mechanism to adapt to resource changes have two 

main requirements that are not shared with other mobile programs. First, they need to 

monitor the level and quality of resources in their operating environment. Second, they 

need to be able to react to changes to resource availability. In this chapter, we descnbe 

the design and implementation of our object mobility toolkit, an extension of Java that 

supports resource aware mobile programs for PDAs. 

Mobile programs can move an active process or task from one site to another 

during execution. This fiexibility has many potential advantages. For example, a program 

that searches distributed data repositories cm improve its performance by migrating to 

the repositories and performing the search on-site instead of fetching ail the data to its 

current location. 



Applications running on mobile platforms can react to a change in network 

bandwidth by moving network intensive computations to a proxy host on the static 

network as indicated in Chapter 4. The p r i m q  advantage of mobility in these situations 

is that it can be used as a tool to adapt to variations in the operating environment. 

Applications c m  use online information about their operating environment and 

knowledge of their own resource requirements to make judicious decisions about 

placement of computation and data. However, in Our toolkit, we try to automate this 

process in two ways. First. by adapting to changes in the mobile environment by sharing 

the load between the PDA and the Proxy host. Second, we allow applications to use 

online information about the mobile environment to trigger their own adaptation polices. 

If the first approach results in a satisfactory QoS to the user, then the second option need 

not be executed. 

Many systems provide some form of support for program mobility. The simplest 

f o m  of support is the ability to download code and execute it to completion at a single 

site. Ornniware [58], Safe-TCL [59], Java [60] are examples for such systems. Other 

systems like Avalon [61], NCL [62] REV [63] and Obliq [64] allow progarns in 

execution to initiate computation on remote nodes and wait for their completion. The 

most sophisticated support is provided by systems like Agents 1651. 



5.2 Designing Mobile Applications 

Traditional applications consuming many resources do not run efficiently on 

mobile cornputers. An approach to solve this problem is to divide the application at 

design-time into two pieces, one in the mobile host and the other at the s t a t ionq  

computer. The piece consuming fewer resources would be mnning on the mobile host, 

and the other would be mnning on the stationary computer. Another approach is to divide 

an application at mn-time into two pieces. As the resources and the environment change, 

the two components will be reconfigured accordingly. 

Two issues are important for realizing application adaptation. The first is that the 

operating system must support a mechanism of notifying applications of changes in the 

mobile environment. The second is to provide a systematic way to build adaptive 

applications embodied in frarneworks and toolkits. 

5.3 Overview of Proxy Server 

The central concept of Our framework is the proxy server host. A proxy server is 

an intermediate device that communicates with servers in the Internet using standard 

Intemet protocols as shown in Figure 5.1. The mobile device and the proxy server may 

communicate thro~gh protocols suitable for wireless connections, such as 1-TCP [66] or 

standard TCP. A typical proxy server c m  be used for the following: 
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Figure 5.1: Proxy Sever infrastructure 

A proxy server c m  work as a filter receiving data from the Internet and 

cornpress received data according to the need of the mobile device. For 

example, color video streams are convened from gray color to back-and-white 

color, the quality of audio strearns can be altered from stereo to mono, or the 

replay sampling frequency cm be reduced to minimize the size of data over 

the wireless connection. 

An application can use the resources of the proxy server to increase the 

performance and decrease the power consumption by deploying applications' 

selected objects on the proxy server. For example. offioading a hravy 

computation objects such as decoders to a proxy server reduces the CPU 

cycles on the mobile device as shown in the previous chapter 



5.4 Dynamic Object Mobility Toolkit 

Distributed systerns for mobile hosts are difficult to design due to the constraints 

of the environment. One approach to simplify the design and implementation of mobile 

computing applications is to provide a uniform prograrnming langage levrl of 

abstractions through which ail mobility related events and actions are reported and 

performed. Functionality of applications is encapsulated within this high level abstraction 

and makes an application easily portable. 

To deal with theses issues. a mobile application must be designed using Object- 

Oriented Design, and run on homogenous platfoms. A mobile application is developed 

by composing objects containing functionalities. We cal1 the composition of objects the 

object graph. A mobile application can have two object graphs. One resides at the mobile 

device, and the other resides at the proxy semer. These graphs change according to the 

mobile environment and the resources of both devices. An object in the object graph can 

be a filter, buffer or computation object. The Object graph will be reconfipred as needed 

whenever there is a change in the mobile environment. We built a framework using lava. 

which notifies objects about changes in the mobile environment and the configuration of 

the device. 



5.4.1 Overview of the Toolkit 

The programming support we propose can be classified into: 

Support for information delivery to the application. 

Support to allow an application to react suitably. 

Dynamic Object Mobility. 

The toolkit has a set of APIS, which provide the required functionality for moving 

objects dynarnically. The choice of the Java language was motivated by the propenies of 

the language and the portability issues that Java platform offers. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show 

the main structure of the distributed toolkit. There is not much difference between the 

structure of the toolkit at the mobile side and the proxy side, except that the migrating- 

objects decision is taken at the proxy side since the decision process of the taking 

decision consumes CPU cycles. which would consume power as well. The following is a 

brief description of the block diagram in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows part 

of the class diagram that interests us more for our thesis. 

MobilelProxy Device State and Information: 

This unit is responsible of monitoring and delivering the state of the mobile or 

proxy device as events to the Object Semer. Changes in the bandwidth or changes in the 

power statu are examples of the events that this unit expons. 



Code Storage: 

This unit works as storage of the validated classes files (bytecode) at the mobile 

device. At the request of the proxy device, the code will be uansferred to the proxy. 

Object References and Profiling (Object graph): 

This unit contains the representation of the application's objects along with the 

profiling information about these objects. These information will be send to the proxy 

sever to be analyzed and the proxy server will decide which object rnust be shipped to its 

side according to the mobile environment. 

Object Server 

This unit is considered the main core of the toolkit. It runs a thread that listens 

continuously to dl the commands from a remote object sever. Comrnands can be related 

to moving objects or related to the rernote invocation of a method on a remote objects. 

Remote Method Invocation Protocol 

This protocol is used to marshal and un-marshd a method's parameters 

Dynamic Decision 

This unit is responsible for the analyzing of the profîling information of 

application's objects. It resides only at the proxy server. Having decided which objects 

need to be executed at the proxy server, it wil1 issue a command to the remote object 

server to download the objects. 



DelSerialization State of Objects Protocol 

This contains the implementation of the serialization protocol if the JVM does not 

implement one. 

Communication Control Layer 

To simulate wireless links in terms of the low bandwidth, we chunk the data 

streams being sent through the communication layer into pre-determined sizes based on 

the empiricai tests. We introduce a controllable amount of delay between data chunks to 

finally get a simulated slow like. This allows us control the throughput dynarnically at 

run tirne for testing purposes. The following equation is used to determine the simulated 

throughput. Changing both the delay and the chunk size changes the throughput. 

1 O(ms) x 838( Kb / s )  x Chrinksize (bytes) 
Throrighput(Kb1 s) = 

Delay(ms) x 1 O?J(bytes) 

Therefore in the implementation of this layer we provided two APIS that control 

these values. Please refer to the example provided in appendix B for how to uses APIS. 
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Figure 5.2: Object Mobility Toolkit infrastructure at the Mobile Device. 



Figure 5.3: Object Mobility Toolkit Infrastructure at the Proxy Server. 
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Figure 5.4: Part of Class diagram for Object mobility toolkit. 



As mentioned earlier. a mobile computing application needs to be aware of 

resource availability and changes in the mobile environment. Thus special abstractions 

mu t  be provided in order to deliver these changes to an application. We mode1 al1 

changes as events, which are delivered to objects. Interested objects in an application 

must define an event handler through which the events, such as change in  the power state 

and bandwidth of link, c m  be handled. Since Java does not support pointer notion, using 

Java Reflection cIasses and Interfaces facilitates this. 

Both the state and computation of an application may be partitioned between the 

mobile device and the proxy server. The degree of pûrtitioning ranges from just executing 

the user graphic interface to executing the entire application on the mobile device. We 

propose a Greedy Graph Partitioning algonthm [67] for load-sharing purposes [68] to be 

used with this toolkit for handheld PCs. The decision to move objects is made at mn-rime 

and depends on environment factors, mainly relative CPU speeds and link bandwidth. 

Chapter 7 describes the algorithm and results. The toolkit provides the following 

functionality: 

Migrate theobjecttoaremotehost. 

Fold the object back. 

Objects rnigrating decision are made dynarnically and initiated by 

the proxy server 



5.4.2 Design of the Toolkit 

The core design of toolkit is based on a simplified implementation of Proxy 

Object pattern. Objcci Rèrnote Procedure Cali and Objecr Mobiiity. Our goai is to nave 

an extended Java Virtual Machine enabled with a toolkit that facilitates the mobility of 

objects between mobile host and proxy server in a dynamic manner, transparent to the 

application designers and usen. This toolkit is designed to work on PDAs. Brcause of the 

PDA constraints mentioned earlier, the toolkit must have a small memory footprint. Other 

existing ORBs and object mobility toolkits do not suppon the handheld platforms or they 

have too big memory footprint, and that was the motivation behind developing our own 

toolkit. 

To start moving objects of an application between hosts, the notion of a remote 

reference is required. Java does not suppon a remote reference of objects autornatically, 

but it supports the notion of interfaces, which is the key of the implantation of the proxy 

pattern [69]. 

Interfaces are formal declarations of methods supported by implementation 

objects. Most disuibuted systems rely on a standard way for defining interfaces 

describing sets of services of an object. Object Interfaces are very similar to classes in 

object-oriented programming languages. Each interface csnsists of a set of service 

declarations. Each service is declared in a similar fashion as an object-oriented method; a 

named operation that may carry arguments, results, and exceptions. Arguments and 

results may consist of any arbitrary data. including control parameters, names or 



references to other components. However, interfaces do not provide an implementation of 

an object. 

Serialization is the process of taking the member data of an object and 

representing it as a serial Stream of bytes, usually for the purpose of storing the data in 3 

file or database. Serialization, when combined with a socket connection can also be used 

to transmit the state of objects from one place to another. Al1 of these language elements 

taken together open the way to distributed-object computing tools. 

Figure 5.5: Proxy Objects with their associated Objects (Px is a proxy of the objectX) 



5.4.3 Proxy Objects 

Hot swap techniques [69] are impossible to implement in Java since Java does not 

support pointers. To achieve a sirnilar effect, every movable object of an application that 

will work on our toolkit needs to be associated wirh a proxy object that has the same 

interface as the movable object. Other objects will not reference real objects directly, but 

they reference them through their proxies, as Figure 5.5 illustrates, in which Object B 

references Proxy of Object A not Object A it self. 

This will facilitate moving object without warring about changing 

other objects to it. 

references of 

Mobile Device Proxy server 

Figure 5.6: Moving Object B from Mobile Device to the Proxy Semer. 



To create a new class or object with an identical interface of another object in 

Java, in other words a proxy object, there are special automatic tools provided to create 

the image of another class that appears Iike the original to clients using it. These tools use 

Java reflection to inspect a class and get al1 information required to build a proxy object. 

However, the proxy object does no real work by itself. Instead, a proxy object uses 

network communications or delegates the communication job to other objects to create 

and remotely control an instance of the real object it represents. In other words, the proxy 

object acts as a mediator between the caller and the real object. It is through proxies that 

ail methods calls local or remote are made. 

Figure 5.6 demonstrates rnoving Object B in Figure 5.5 from mobile device to the 

proxy server. Moving Object B will not require moving Object A to the proxy server as 

well. However, at the proxy server, a proxy of the object A must be created to fonvard 

the calls to Object A at the mobile device. In fact, Java does offer APIS that control the 

serialization such that the proxy of Object A need not be created in this case, but 

deserialized only with small changes in the state of the proxy object to make it a 

consistent proxy object. 

Figure 5.7, dernonstrates moving Object A in Figure 5.5 to the proxy server. 

Moving object A does not require changing the reference of Object A in Object B since 

object B does reference the proxy object of A. Any calls from Object B to the Object A 

will be forwarded remotely through the proxy object of A at the mobile device. The 



proxy object of A at the proxy device will allow other objects to reference the object A 

without effecting the flexibility of moving object A again to the mobile device. 

Every proxy object created in the toolkit is assigned a local and a remote 

reference counters. These counters are updated whenever proxy object referenced locally 

or remotely. These counten are used to detemine when the proxy and its associated 

object be claimed by the garbage collector. 

Whenever a proxy object is not being reference remotely and locally, it will be 

finalized and garbage collected. If the associated object of this proxy is local. then 

associated object will be finalized and claimed again by the garbage collector as well. If 

the associated object is remote. then the proxy object will infom the remote object server 

to decremect the rernote reference counter for the associated object at the remote site, 

which in tum could make the object claimed by the remote garbage collector if there is no 

more references locally or remotely to the associated object. 
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Figure 5.7: Movinp Object A to the Proxy Server. 

The process of creating a proxy object can be automated by using Byte Code 

Engineering tools [70]. These tools can create proxies of objects on the fly and use the 

Java Class Loaden to bnng the proxies into the Java Virtual Machines. Voyager uses the 

sarne approach to automate generating proxy objects whenever it needs. 

This approach is relatively slow. In the toolkit we did not automate the process of 

generating proxy objects due to the limitation of the PDA that we work on Dut not due the 

limitation of the Java VirtuaI Machine. 



5.4.4 Java RMI Protocol 

transport 

Figure 5.8: Main Structure of Remote Invocation Method Protocol. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates the basic structure of invoking a method locally and 

rernotely from a proxy object. When the toolkit is initialized at the mobile device and the 

proxy server, a socket conncction is established during the initialization process of the 

toolkit. The same connection is used to send commands between virtual machines that 

are running on both sides. For every !ocal object that is created, a proxy object that holds 

the sarne interface as the object is created as well and assigned a unique number that 

represents the associated object. This unique number will identify the associated object as 

long as the associated object is dive, either local or remote. When an object is to be 

moved to the proxy server, the proxy as well as the object both will be serialized and 



shipped to the remote server, where they are deserialized and enabled for use remotely. If 

an associated object of a proxy object is moved, the local copy of the associated object 

will be finalized locaily. When an object referencing a proxy is being serialized, both will 

be serialized, but not the associated object of the proxy being referenced. 

If a method is invoked on a proxy object, the proxy will know whether the 

associated object is local or remote. If the associated object is local, then the proxy will 

fonvard the cal1 to the associatèd object through the reflection mechanism. If the 

associated object is a remote object, then the proxy object will send a request to the 

remote server asking for execution of the rernote rnethod on the specified object. Every 

remote execution method request is associated with a unique number that is used to keep 

track of the results and the exceptions that might happen when invoking a remote 

method. In this request, the object identification number, method identification and 

method parameten are sent. Upon receiving them at the remote server, the remote server 

will start searching for the nght proxy object to have a reference to it. If the proxy object 

is found, then the server will ask the proxy to invoke method. Having invoked the 

method, results and exceptions are sent back to the local server which in tum will 

dispatch them to the right method through the unique trace number mentioned before. 

Every proxy object will be in waiting state while waiting for the exceptions or results to 

be back. We do not use the polling mechanism to check for the exceptions and results. 

but we do use Java moniton to consume less CPU cycles and to improve the performance 

of the toolkit. 



It is important to note that serialization c m  be done on any data type imaginable, 

frorn a simple integer to a height-balanced tree. Serialization makes it possible to use 

remote objects and their methods just as one would use local objects, with almost no 

restrictions in the form or stmcture of the data types involved. 

5.4.5 Distributed Garbage Collection 

Knowing and determining when objects are no longer in use is a problem in 

distributed computing toolkits. To deal with this, for simplicity, a reference counter based 

distributed garbage collection is used in our toolkit since Java does not explicitly frer 

objects from remote memory or remote Java Virtual Machines. If an object that is not 

being referenced locally and remotely. then it should be finalized. This requires sending 

messages between the mobile device and the proxy server to keep the object reference 

counters updated. 

5.4.6 Transporiation Layer 

For our experimental purposes, we build wrapper classes in Java for TCPllP 

streams to control charactenstic of the link. We introduce delay values between chunks of 

data being sent to simulate the low throughputs. 



5.4.7 Toolkit Overhead 

The foilowing table shows die measured ovethead of the toolkit against the 

Voyager toolkit. The measured values were taken on device that works on Pentium 350 

MHz 

Table 5.1 : Measured overhead of Voyager and our toolkit 

Moving object 1 142 rns 80 rns 

From the previous table we can claim that our toolkit can be used for srnail 

portable devices such as Paims and Handheld devices. The memory requirement of our 

toolkit is small cornpared to the Voyager allowing it to be embedded in theses smail 

devices. The cost of sending the objects compared to Voyager is still better; however, we 

still need to improve Our remote method protocol used in our toolkit. A suggested 

improvement is explained in the chapter 7 and 8. 

Cailing a method 23 ms 110 ms 



6. Java MP3 decoder 

To demonstrate the feasibility of Our idea. we implemented a resource intensive 

application, an MP3 player in Java. This chapter discusses this sample application, and 

we provide more details on the experiment and results in the next chapter, Chaptrr 7. 

6.1 Introduction 

Digital audio compression allows for efficient storage and transmission of audio 

data. There are various audio compression techniques, which offer different levels of 

complexity, compressed audio qudity, and arnount of data compression. 

This chapter 

chapter starts with a 

surveys techniques used to cornpress digital audio signals. This 

summary of the basic audio digitization process and ends with the 

description of a sophisticated audio digital 

relatively simple digital audio compression 

code modulation. 

compression 

cailed u-law 

called MPEG layer 3, through 

and adaptive differentiai pulse 



6.2 Digital Audio Data 

The digital representation of audio data offers many advantages such as high 

noise resistance, stability and reproducibility. AIso it allows the efficient implementation 

of many audio-processing functions such as mixing, filtering and equalization through 

digital cornputers. The conversion from analog to digital signals begins by sampling the 

audio input in regular intervals and quantizing the sampled values into a discrete nurnber 

of evenly spaced levels. The digital audio data consists of sequences of b i n q  values 

representing the number of quantizer levels for the audio sample. 

Analog d o  
input 

PCM 

Analog to Digital DigitalSigad + Digitai ta Anaiog 
Conversion pracessing 

Figure 6.1: Digital Audio Process 

The method of representing each sample with an independent code word is called 

pulse code modulation, PCM. According to Nyquist theory, a time-smpled signal c m  



represent up to the half of the sarnpling rate [71]. Typical sampling rates range from 8 

KHz to 48 KHz. The 8 KHz rate covers a frequency range up to 4 KHz and provides 

adequate coverage for human voice. The 48 KHz rate covers a frequency range up to 24 

KHz and more than adequately covers the entire audible frequencies range, which for 

humans, typically, extends to 20 KHz. 

The number of quantizer levels is a power of 2 to make full use of a fixed numbrr 

of bits per audio sample to represent the quantized values. With uniform quantizer strp 

spacing, each additional bit has the potential of increasing the signalhoise ration by 

roughly 6 decibels (dB). The typical number of bits per sample used for digital audio 

ranges from 8 to 16 bits, which results in dB values ranging from 48 to 96 respectively. 

To put these values in perspective, O dB represents the weakest audible sound pressure 

level; 35 dB is the noise level inside a quite home. 125 dB is the loudest level before the 

discomfort starts [72]. 

Compared to most digital data types, data rates associated with uncompressed 

digital audio are substantial. The audio data on a compact disc with 2 channels of audio 

sampled at 44.1 kHz with 16 bits per sample requires a data rate of about 1.4 Mbps. 

So there is a clear need for some form of compression to enable more efficient 

storage and transmission of this data. There are many forms of audio compression 

techniques, which differ in the trade-off between the encoder and the decoder complexity, 

the compressed audio quality and the amount of data compression. In Section 6.3, low, 

medium, and high complexity techniques are presented. 



6.3 Audio Compression Techniques 

6.3.1 u-law Audio Compression 

The u-law transformation is a basic audio compression technique. The 

transformation is essentially logarithmic in nature and allows the 8 bits per sample output 

codes to cover the dynamic range equivalent to 14 bits of linearly quantized values. This 

transformation offers a compression ratio of (number of bits per source sample/8) to 1. 

Unlike linear quantization, the logarithmic step spacing represent low amplitude audio 

samples with greater accuracy than higher amplitude values. This makes the sipal/noisc 

ratio of the transformed output more unifonn over the range of amplitudes of the i n ~ u t  

signal. The u-law transformation is 

127 - *ln( l+p I XI )  for x < O  
I N +  pl 

The u-law transformation is cornmonly used in North America and Japan for 

ISDN 8 KHz sampled, voice grade, digital telephony service. 

6.3.2 Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM). 

The ADPCM encoder takes advantage of the fact that neighboring audio samples 

are generally sirnilar ro each other. Instead of representing each audio sample 



independently as in PCM, the ADPCM encoder cornputes the difference between each 

audio sample and its predicted value and outputs the PCM value of the differential. 
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Figure 6.2: ADPCM DecoderEncode 

Adaptive pred ictor 

ADPCM coder cm adapt to the characteristics of the audio signais by changing 

the step size of either the predictor or the quantizer or by changing both. The method of 

computing the predicted value and the way the predictor or the quantizer adapt to the 

audio signai Vary among different coding systerns. Some ADPCM systems require the 

encoder to provide side information with differential PCM values. This side information 

can serve two purposes. First, in some ADPCM systems, the decoder needs the additional 

information either to determine the predictor or quantizer step size or both. Second, the 

Xp[n] 



data can provide redundant contextual information to the decoder to enable recovery from 

errors in the bit stream or to allow random access entry into the coded bit stream. 

The ADPCM algorithm proposed by Interactive Multimedia Association offers a 

compression ratio of (nurnber of bits per source sample)/4:1. The simplicity of this 

encoder lies in the predictor. The predictor value of the audio sarnple is sirnply the 

decoded value of the irnmediate previous audio sample. Thus the predictor block in 

Figure 6.2 is merely a time delay element whose output is the input delay by one audio 

snmple interval. Since this predictor is not adaptive, side information is not necessary for 

the construction of the predictor. 

6.3.3 MPEGlAudio Compression. 

The Motion Picture Experts Group audio compression algonthm is an 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard fur high fidelity audio 

compression. It is one part of a three-part compression standard. With the other two, 

Video and Systems, the complex standard addresses the compression of synchronized 

video and audio at a total bit rate of roughly 1.5 Mbps. 

Like u-law and ADPCM, the MPEG audio compression is lossy; however, the 

MPEG algorithm can achieve transparent, perceptually loss-less compression. The high 

performance of this compression algorithm is due to the exploitation of auditory masking. 

This masking is the perceptual weakness of the ear that occurs whenever the presence of 

a strong audio signal makes weaker audio signds imperceptible. This noise-masking 

phenornenon has been observed by a variety of scientists [73]. Empirical results in [73] 



show that the ear has limited frequency selectivity that varies in sharpness from less than 

lOOHz for the lowest audible frequencies to more than 4 kHz for the highest. Thus the 

audible spectrum can be divided into critical bands that reflect the resolving power of the 

ear as a function of the frequency. The following table lists the critical bandwidths. 

Table 6.1 : Critical Band Boundaries 



Because of the ear's lirnited frequency resolving power, the threshold for 

noise masking at any given frequency is solely dependent on the signal activity within a 

critical band of that frequency. Figure 6.3 illustrates this property. 

Strong Tonal S ignal 

Region wkre weaker 

Figure 6.3:Audio noise masking 

For audio compression, this property can be capitalized by transforming the audio 

signal into the frequency domain, then dividing the resulting spectnirn into sub-bands that 

approximate critical bands, and finally quantizing each sub-band according to the 

audibility of quantization noise within that band. For optimal compression, each band 

should be quantized with no more levels than necessary to malce the quantization noise 

inaudible. 
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Figure 6.4: MPEG/ Audio EncodeDecoder 

In the MPEG encodeddecoder d i a p m s  of Figure 6.4 [74,75], encoding closely 

parailels the process described above. The input audio Stream passes through a filter bmk 

that divides the input into multiple sub-bands. The input audio stream simultaneously 

passes through a psychoacoustic mode1 that determines the signal-to-mask ratio of each 

sub-band. The bit or noise allocation block uses the signal to mask ratios to decide how to 

apportion the total number of code bits available for the quantization of the sub-band 

signals to rninirnize the audio samples and formats the data into a decodable bit stream. 

The decoder sirnply reverses the formatring and constructs the quantized sub-band values, 

and finally transforms the set of sub-band values into a time-domain audio signal. 
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The MPEG/audio standard has three distinct layers for compression. Layer 1 

forms the most basic algorithm. and Layers II and III are enhancements that use some 

elements found in Layer 1. Each successive layer improves the compression ratio, but it  

increases the complexity cost of encoder and decoder. 

The Layer f algonthm uses the basic filter bank found in al1 layers. This filter 

bank divides the audio signal into 32 constant-width frequency bands. The filters are 

relatively simple and provide good time resolution with reasonable frequency resolution 

relative to the perceptual properties of the human ear. The design is a compromise with 

three important concessions. First, the 32 constant width bands do not accurately reflcct 

the ear's critical bands [78]. Figure 6.5 illustrates this. 

MPEWAudio Filter Bank Bands 

Critical Band Widths 

Figure 6.5: MPEG/Audio Filter bandwidths vs. Critical bandwidths. 



The bandwidth is too wide for the lower frequencies so the number of quantizer 

bits cannot be specifically tuned for the noise sensitivity within each critical band. The 

included critical band with the greatest noise sensitivity dictates the number of 

quantization bits required for the entire filter band. Second, the filter bank and its inverse 

are not loss-Iess transformations. Even without quantiration, the inverse transformation 

would not perfectly recover the original input sipal. Fonunatcly, the error introduced by 

the filter bands has a significant frequency overlap. A signal at single frequency can 

affect two adjacent filter bank outputs. 

The filter bank provides 32 frequency samples, one sample per band, for every 32 

input audio samples. The Layer 1 algorithm groups together 12 samples from each the 32 

bands. Each group of 12 sarnples receives a bit allocation and, if the bit allocation is not 

zero, a scale factor. Coding for stereo redundancy compression is slightly different. The 

bit allocation determines the number of bits used to represent each sample. The scde 

factor is a multiplier that sizes the samples to maximize the resolution of the quantizer. 

The Layer I encoder formats 32 groups of samples, 384 samples, into a frarne. Besides 

the audio data, each frame contains a header, an optional cyclic redundancy code check 

word, and possible ancillary data. 

The Layer II algorithm is a simple enhancement of Layer 1. It improves 

compression performance by coding data in larger groups. The Layer II encoder forms 

frames of 3 by 12 by 32, 1252 samples per audio channel. In contrast, Layer 1 codes data 

in single groups of 12 samples for each sub-band, while Layer II codes data in 3 groups 



of 12 samples for each sub-band. There is one bit allocation and up to three scalr factors 

for each trio of 12 samples. The encoder encodes with a unique scale factor for each 

group of 12 samples only if necessary to avoid audible distonion. The Layer II algorithm 

aiso improves performance over Layer I by representing the bit allocation, the scale 

factor values, and the quantized samples with a more efficient code. 

Layer ID algorithm is a much more refined approach [74,75]. Although it is based 

on the same filter bank found in Layer II, Layer III compensates for some filter bank 

deficiencies by processing the filter outputs with Modified Discrete Cosine Transfonn 

(MDCT) and 1. Figure 6.6 shows a block diagram of the process. 
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Figure 6.6: MPEGIAudio Layer III Filter Bank Processing, Encoder Side 



The MDCTs further subdivide the filter bank outputs in frequency to 

provide better spectral resolution. Because of the inevitablt trade-off between time and 

frequency resolution, Layer III specifies two different MDCT block lengths: a long block 

of 36 samples or a shon block of 12. The shon block length improves the tirne resolution 

to cope with transients. A long block with a specialized long-to-short or short-to-long 

data window provides the transition mechanism from long to short block. Layer El ha 

three blocking modes; two modes where the outputs of the 32 filter banks can al1 pass 

through MDCTs with the same block le@ and a rnixed block mode where the 2 lower 

frequency bands use long blocks and the 30 upper bands use short blocks. 

Other major enhancements over Layer 1 and Layer II are listed as following. 

Alias reduction: Layer IIi specifies a method of processing the MDCT 

values to remove some redundancy caused by the overlapping bands of 

Layer II filter bank. 

Non-uniform quantization: The Layer III quantizer raises its input to the ?4 

power before quantization to provide a more consistent signal to noise 

ratio over the range of quantizer values. The re-quantizer in the 

MPEG/audio decoder linearizes the values by raising its output to the '13 

powers. 



Entropy coding of data values: Layer III uses Huffman codes to encode the 

quantized samples for better data compression [76] .  

Use of a bit reservoir: The design of the Layer III bit srream better fits the 

variable length nature of the cornpressed data. As with Layer II, Layer m 

processes the audio data in frames of 1 152 samples. Unlike layer II, the 

coded data representing these sarnples does not necessary fit into a fixed- 

length frame in the code bit Stream. The encoder can donate bits to or 

borrow bits from the reservoir when appropriate. 

Noise allocation instead of bit allocation: The bit allocation process used by 

Layer 1 and II only approximates the arnount of noise caused by 

quantization to a given number of bits. The Layer III encoder uses a noise 

allocation iteration loop in which the quantizers are varied in an orderly 

way, and the resulting quantization noise is actually calculated and 

specifically allocated to each sub-band. 

MP3 is a very powemil and popular audio format on the Intemet; however, 

the decoder demands a lot of CPU cycles. So it is a challenge to download and 

play MP3 files. 



6.4 Java lmplementation of an MP3 Decoder 

To obtain code portability. a Java version of an MP3 decoder was needed. We 

implemented an MP3 decoder in Java by converting C/C++ source code to Java, and we 

optimized it to work with Our infrastructure and to demonstrate the concepts explored in 

this thesis. This MP3 decoder application requires a fast CPU to decode the coded sound 

due to the complexity of its encoderldecoder algorithrn, which makes it an ideal candidate 

to demonstrate the need for fast static hosts, i.e. proxy servers, to support the mobile 

devices and PDAs that could nin such type of CPU consuming applications. 

6.4.1 Class Diagram of The Java MF3 Player 

Figure 6.7 shows the class diagram of the Java MP3 player. Which highlights the 

architecture of the decoder basically. What is important for our thesis is to identify and 

represent the instances (objects) into an object graph. This object graph consists of nodes 

that represent instances of classes with CPU time consumed to achieve their 

fùnctionality. Also, this graph consists of edges that represent the cost of method calls 

and the data volume being transferred between nodes. 

The CPU time and the edges cost can be deduced from the cd1 graph that is 

provided by a toolkit called JProbe [77]. This toolkit is basically an instrumented JVM 

that moniton an application objects and the method calls between objects. Figure 6.8 

shows the instances of the classes used to decode an MP3 Song. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 



contain profiling information regarding nodes and edges in the object graph of the MP3 

decoder, which is required as input to the GGP algorithm in Chapter 7. This profilhg 

information is measured on a device that mns on 350 MHz Pentium. 
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Figure 6.7: Class Diagram for Java MP3 Decoder 



Figure 6.8: Object graph of the MP3 decoder. 



Table 6.2: Objects sizes (in bytes) and the average CPU tirne in milliseconds for 

decoding 1 frame of an MP3 song on PentiumII 350 MHz. 

temporaire2 
Temporaire 

Header 765 

huffcodetab 5 2 6  35 
SynthesisFil ter 44 13 2 

Table 6.3: Objects sizes (in bytes) and the average CPU time in milliseconds for 
decoding 1 frame of an MP3 Song on Pentium 133 MHz. 

TabIe43 28 1 107344 620 6.16493E-05 0.03822 
Bit-Reserve 16666 1 1430 3355 O.ûûû7 17 2.40782 2.40782 

SB1 223 6 2905 97 0.005732 0.55606 0.09267 

g-in fo-s 376 4 5195 7183 3.46479E-05 0.2489 1 0.06223 
temporaire2 376 2 1409 1687 254049E-05 0.04285 0.02 142 
Temporaire 593 2 1819 52 0.04 1025 2.13332 , 1.06666 

Header 765 1 9245 I 11 0.000242 0.00267 0-00267 
iII-side-i nfo-r 959 1 2022 35 0.022972 0.80402 0.8W02 

Ibitstream 1972 1 5301 449 0.000639 0.29 177 0.29 177 

Huffcodetab 2526 1 35 45493 693 0.027527 1 19.07631 0.54503 



Table 6.4: Objects sires (in bytes) and the average CPU time in milliseconds for 
decoding 1 frame of an MP3 Song on handheld device. 

Table 6.5: Edge weights of the object graph in Figure 6.8 of the MP3 decoder. 



6.4.2 Performance experiment 

To measure the performance of the MP3 player, we executed it on two PC devices 

witn Intei CPU architecture. Tne first is a wof~sration, which runs ar 350 MHz PentiumIl 

and the second is a laptop, which runs at 133 MHz Pentium processors. The results were 

taken when the only application running on both devices was the Java MP3 player. We 

define performance index of the decoder by the percentage ratio of the decoding and 

playing tirne 

Figure 6.9 shows that the MP3 decoder requires relatively high CPU speed to start 

playing the decoded sound in real-time. In Figure 6.9, the performance index of less than 

100% indicates that the decoder cannot produce enough decoded sound to play it in real 

time; however, it is possible to use buffer mechanisms to buffer decoded sound before 

playing it, and the buffer size depends on the performance index value. 

MP3 decoder efficiency 

$ 250.00 a - y 200.00 ,/ I ' , i 350 MHZ 1 

Frame num ber 1 
1 

Figure 6.9: The rneasured performance of MP3 decoder on two different CPU speeds. 



Performance index of values greater than or equal to than 100% indicate that 

decoder can play decoded sound in real time. However. buffering is nerded to not 

ovenvhelrn the playing rate, and again the buffer size depends on the performance index. 

The MP3 decoder requires approximately 38 frames to decode stereo sound for 1 

second. The frame size is 417 bytes. The decoder produces sound with play rate of 44100 

Hz for both channels per second, which we conven to mono and sample down the 

playing rate to 11025 Hz per second so that it can be played on both laptop and PDAs 

devices we use. The required bytes to present a second of a mono channel with sarnpling 

rate of 11025 Hz and 16 bits to present a sample are 22050 bytes. 



7. Experiments and Results 

Our solution is based on Greedy Graph Partitioning algorithm to be used for load 

sharing purposes, in which an object graph is partitioned into clusters of logically and 

strongly related objects. There are two types of clustering algorithms: sequence-based 

clustering techniques, which transform the object graph into a linear sequence of objects 

which are segrnented from left to right into partitions, and partition-based clustering 

techniques which transform the object into clusters of objecü. The partition-based 

techniques cm be classified into two categones: 

Constructive algorithms build a partition from scratch. 

Iterative afgorithrns starts with some initial partitioning and 

repeatedly try to improve this partitioning. 

Under sequence based clustenng, the cluster graph is transformed into a linear 

sequence of objects, which is then sequentially assigned to clusters. Under partition based 

clustering, the cluster graph is panitioned into object partitions. The goal is to minimize 

the total weight of those edges of the cluster graph that cross page boundaries. 



The first technique, constructive partition-based, is of more interest for us since it 

meers our requirement for a partitioning algorithm. They produce better clustering quality 

with reasonable mntime compared to the iterative algorithms [79].  

The clustenng problem is closely related to the graph-partitioning problem where 

some graph is to be partitioned into several disconnected (partitions). The object graph 

(OG) is constmcted considering objects as vertices and the inter-object references as 

directed edges. Clustering algorithms partition the OG by asigning objects to equally 

sized pages. Instead of the OG, clustering algorithms often use a more specific graph as 

input chat is derived from the OG a d o r  from information about the applications' access 

behavior. The denved graph is called the clustering graph (CG). The vertices and edges 

of the CG are labeled with weights. 

The set of edges of the CG may be a multi-set. However, in order to simplify the 

problem, we transform the CG into a simple graph, i.e., every edge occurs only once, by 

accumulating the weights of edges between the same stari and terminal vertices. For a 

given partitioning of the CG, the total weight of al1 edges crossing partition bordes (page 

borders) is the external cos& of this partitioning. 

The clustenng problem is to find a panitioning of the CG such that the size of 

each partition, Le., the total size of its objects, is less or equal the page size and the 

external costs are minimized. 



It is far more expensive to dynarnicaily gather information on the access behavior 

between objects since it requires monitoring applications objects, which has a none- 

negligible overhead especially in the slow and not optirnized JVMs on PDAs. In the 

reminder sections we assume the weights of the edges and vertices weights of the object 

graph to be given either by dynamic or static access analysis. 

Our approach consists of two steps. The first step is based on the partitioning 

algorithm in which we divide the object graph of an application into partitions that would 

give the minimum weight of edges that cross the partitions boundaries. The second step 

determines whether moving one of these partitions to the proxy server would be 

beneficial. 

7.1 The Greedy Graph Partitioning Heuristics (GGP) 

Because of the very good clustering results but poor runtime performance of 

known partition-based clustering algorithms, we have chosen a newly developed 

partitioning algorithm called Greedy Graph Partitioning Heuristics. The algorithm was 

first proposed in [79]. It is strongly related to the subset optirniration problem for which 

greedy dgorithms often find good solutions very efficientiy. 

The input for the algorithm is an object graph, which consists of the weighted 

edges and venices. The output of the graph is a list of partitions, which minimize extemal 

cost between the connected partitions. 



7.2Simple GGP Algorithm 

The GGP algorithm is based on a simple greedy heunstic that was developed for 

computing the minimum-weight spanning tree of a graph. First al1 partitions are inhabited 

by a single object. and al1 partitions are inserted into a PartList. For al1 objects 01, Oz 

connected by some edge in the CG with weight WOI. 02 a tuple (Oi, Or, WOI, .?) is inserted 

into the list EdgeLLIt. Al1 tuples of EdgeList are visited in the order of descending 

weights. Let (O1, 02, WOIi be the current tuple. Let Pi ,  Pz be the partitions to which 

object 0, and Or belong. If Pl! = P2 and if the total size of dl objects assigned to Pi and 

Pz is less than the page size, the two portions are joined. Otherwise. the edge is merely 

discarded and the partitions remain invariant. Figure 7.1 shows the GGP algorithm 

outhe.  

Let E be the number of edges of the object graph, then the runtime complexity of 

the algonthm is O (E log E) since the dorninating factor in the algorithm is the Sorting 

algorithm. The mntime complexity of the algorithm c m  be reduced to O(E) if the sorting 

algorithm is elirninated. To eliminate the sorting algorithm the edges list has to be soned 

during the static analysis. 



INPUT: The objec t graph; 

OUTPUT: A List of partitions; 

Let PageSize = Maximum number of object is a cluster; 

PartList: = Empty List; 

Assign each object in the object graph to a new partition and insert this partition into 

PartList. 

Let EdgeList be a list of tuples of the form (01, Oz, Wolot), where Wo102 is the total 

weight of di edges between 01 and Oz. 

If (Dynamic analysis is used) then Sort Edge List by descending weights; 

Foreach (O1, 02, WoLolJ in Edge List do 

Begin 

a k t  Pt Pz be the partitions containhg objects O,, Oz; 

If( Pl and Pt are movable partitions ) then 

Begin 

If (Pt != Ptmd the total size of all objects in Pl and P2 is less than the 

Page Size then 

Begin 

Move al1 objects fiom P2 and Pl 

Remove Pt from Part List; 

Endif; 

Endif; 

End foreach; 

Figure 7.1 : Outline of simple GGP Algorithm. 



This algonthm is not optimal. During each iteration, the GGP algorithm takes the 

edge with maximum weight from the EdgeList and tries to join the partitions of the 

objects incident to that edge. However, this is not necessarily the best decision. The 

following example illustrates the weakness of the algorithm, and how it c m  be improved. 

(a) EC = 28 

(b) EC = 1 8  

(c) EC = 1 0  

Figure 7.2: An exarnple of Non-optimal GGP Clustering based on Page Size = 2. 



With the assumption that objects sizes are uniform and maximum page capacity is 

2 objects, Figure 7.2 (a) shows the maximum external costs when no partitions are 

considered. Figure 7.2 (b) shows the external costs when the simple GGP algorithm is 

used. Figure 7.2 (c) shows the optimal case that a clustenng algorithm should give with 

the object graph in Figure 7.2 (a) is as input. 

The improvement to the simple GGP algorithm is represented in the idea of 

bounded look-ahead. The bounded look-ahead is to detect situations where it is 

advantageous to reject the current edge, i.e., the edge with maximum weight. and to 

consider other edges first. A full description of the aigorithm and quantitative andysis of 

the dgonthm is descnbed in 1791. Our object graph does not contain situations where the 

look-ahead feature added to the simple algorithm produces better results. Thus using the 

simple algorithm or using the new algorithm will result in the same partition. 

7.3 Experiment 

We run the simple GGP algorithm with the object graph representing object graph 

of the MP3 player. We change the following parameters to demonstrate their importance. 

The parameters are: 

Bandwidfh 

Relutive CPU speeds (Mobile CPU: Proxy CPU) 

Cluster Sise or Page sire of the simple GGP. 



We varied the bandwidth, relative CPU speed, and cluster size. To figure out 

which partitions are most beneficial to be moved, we assume that object weights are 

uniform. This is because at any time shipping object will happen once only: but calling 

the shipped objects from the mobile device over the wireless link could happen more than 

once. Thus Our concem is more on the number of calls and the data volume being moved 

between mobile device and the proxy server rather than object sizes dunng execution of 

the application. However, partition weights, the surn of object weights in the partition, are 

still used to determine an estimate of the response time and the power consumption cost 

when that partition moved to the proxy. 

Fixing the bandwidth. the relative CPU speed. and varying page size N, where N 

is number of objects in object graph, we mn the simple GGP algorithm to obtain a 

number of partitions each of which contains at most N objects. Which of these partitions 

is helpful in increasing performance or decreasing power consumption if shipped is 

determined through calculations and the user preference. These calculations include the 

partition weight, total CPU time consumed by this partition, and the total edges weight 

emerging from the partition. We ship only one partition at a time. Selecting two 

partitions is not an appropriate choice since their objects are not strongly related to each 

other. Othenvise, since page size is being varied, those objects will eventually be 

combined together in one page if they are indeed strongly related. 



To simplify the calculation. first we represent the fixed resources, such as an 

Intemet server, in object graph as dummy object with no CPU tirne and weight in the 

object graph. However, if there is an edge between the dummy object and any other 

object in the object graph, then the edge will represent traffic volume between the 

dummy object and the other objects. Since the dummy object has no CPU time and 

weight, the edge weight is the only factor that will be considered in the decision process. 

Any edge that has one of its end nodes as a dummy object can hold a positive or negative 

value, a positive value means that the dummy object is fixed at the mobile device and a 

negative value means that the dummy object is fixed at a remote site. Figure 7.3 shows 

this. 

hlovablc Objtct 

Figure 7.3: Representing fixed resources as dummy objects in object graph. 



In the object graph in Figure 6.8, we substitute two objects with durnmy objects: 

Ibitstream and Obuffer. Ibitstream represent the source of the coded audio, and Obuffer 

represents the decoded audio. Obuffer is always fixed at the mobile device. Second, 

since the input for the simple GGP algorithm requires an undirected graph, we add the 

directed edges between any two objects to represent the total traffic between objects. 

Since sending and receiving costs of Wireless cards are different, the sending cost is 

higher than the receiving cost; we use the weighted average, based on volume of data in 

end directions, in Our calculations with an undirected graph. 

Our goal is to obtain accurate results; however, through the experiments. we 

noticed that there is a lot of overhead introduced by the object rnobility toollüt discussed 

in Chapter 5 .  We compared the response time of invoking a method in a remote object 

once using our toolkit and using the Voyager toolkit. The method used in this cornparison 

does not take parameters and does not retum values; however, it does throw an exception. 

Voyager takes about 23 ms on average and our toolkit takes 110 ms on average to invoke 

the method rernotely. There are two reasons for Voyager's superior performance in this 

case. First, the communication protocol used in implementing RMI introduces fewer 

overheads for the sarne amount of data being sent. The second is that Voyager uses native 

interface as well as native processes for the objcct servers, which improves the 

performance of the toolkit; however, this prevents Voyager from being portable across 

platforms. 



In our toolkit, we do not use native interface to process Java objects, but we use 

native interface to export power consumption events. The RMI protocol being used in Our 

toolkit is object based. Any command being sent to Remote Object Server is a serialized 

Java object that holds information about the target object, the method and its parameters. 

The Rernote Object Server de-serializes the command into Java Object and ultirnately 

will invoke the method on the object. This simplifies the implementation of the toolkit; 

however, due to the seriaiization protocol overhead. the ratio of the overhead to data is 

high. To put this in perspective, Table 7.1 shows the overhead associated with serializing 

objects, which argues for improvement of the &MI and/or serialization protocols 

specification such that it cm be used more efficiently over wireless links. It is wonh to 

notice that Object Size of a primitive type wrapper cm be calculated as following: 

Object Size = 60 + Primitive data size + wrapper full class name length. 

For example, to serialize a Long object, the required data size is 82 bytes. 

Table 7.1: The Ratio of Object Size to Java Primitive Types. 

Data Type 
Data I Object size when serialized 

Short 

Integer 

Float 

Double 



In the following graphs and tables, which are based on Table 6.2 to Table 6.5 and 

Figure 6.8, the following legends are used to indicate the various mathematical modes 

being used. 

PN (Partition Number) is an index that represents the group of objects 

NP(Number of Partitions) The number of partitions generated when running 

the simple GGP with a specific page size. 

EC (Extemal Cost) is total weight of al1 edges that cross-generated partitions 

in bytes. 

TCPUT (Total CPU Time) is the total CPU time of al1 nodes of the object 

graph in mille-seconds. 

PW (Partition Weight) is a partition weight in bytes Le. size of the object if 

serialized in bytes. 

LTRT (Local Total Response Time) is the response time when al1 objecis are 

executed locally, equation (7.1). 

PCPUT (Partition CPU Time) is the CPU time that is consumed by the 

partition in mille-seconds. In other words it  is the total CPU time of al1 objects 

in the partition. 

PEW (Partition Edges Weight) is totai weight of edges that ernerge from the 

partition in bytes not including negative edges. 



PNEW (Partition Negative Edges Weight) is the total weight of negative 

edges that emege from a partition in bytes. 

RTPR (WD) (Rzsponjc Time when Partition is ai the Remote Sire) is the 

total response time when a partition is moved remotely. It is a function of how 

many times the partition is being used remotely. NFD. The time is in mille- 

seconds, equation (7.2). 

LTPC (Local Total Power Consurnption) is the total power consumption of 

the entire object gaph being executed locally. The rneasurin; unit is 

wattshow, equation (7.3). 

PCPR (NFD) (Power Consumption when a Partition is at the Remote site) is 

the power consumption at the mobile device when a partition is moved to the 

proxy and being executed NFD times, equation (7.4). 

RTIP (Response Time Irnprovement Percentage) is the percentages gained in 

response time if a specific partition was executed remotely, equation (7.5). 

PCIP (Power Consumption Improvement Percentage) is the percentage of the 

power consumption reduction in the mobile device, equation (7.6). 

PS (Partition Size) is the number of objects in a specific partition. 

BW (Bandwidth/Throughput) is the available through put for the partitions 

to move through in kilobytes. 

RCPUS (Relative CPU Speeds) is the relative CPU speed between the mobile 

device and the proxy server. 



SNEFVS (Surnmation of Negative Edges Weights in Systerns) is the 

summation of the total negative weights in the entire system in bytes. 

M D  (Number of Frames Being decoded). 

LPerformance (Local Performance) is the player performance index value 

when decoding locally. 

RPerformance (Remote Performance) is the player performance index value 

when decoding remotely. 



LTRT = TCPT + (1  SNTK * 8 1 )  

Equation (7.1) 

( f  PEIV x8 + II SNEIVS I +PiVEIV) *8 \\) // PIV x8  \\ 
mv J J J + 1 1 ~ I J  

Equation (7 2)  

3600 
[""O) 

3600 

Equation (7.3) 

LTRT x NDF - RTPR(NDF) 
RTïP = 07- 

LTRT x NDF -/a 

Equation (7.5) 

PCIP = 
LTPC x NDF - PCPR(NDF) 

LTPC x NDF 
5% 

Equation (7.6) 



We use the previous equations to calculate an estimated response time as well as 

the power consumption costs. where the value 2.35 is the average power consumption of 

sending and receiving data over a wireless link using Table 4.1 

Running the simple GGP algorithm with N objects of which M are static objects 

results in N-M possible clusten; however. we choose only some of these for discussion 

purposes. 

7.4 Results 

To explore the effect of the following parameters we varied them and observed 

the efficiency of the player. 

1. Bandwidth available. 

2. Relative CPU speeds (Mobile CPU: Proxy CPU). 

3. Cluster Size or Page site of the simple GGP. 

To observer the importance of the first parameter, the bandwidth available, we 

choose certain low and high bandwidths. For PDA as a client, we selected low 

bandwidths; we did choose 19.2 Kb/sec to represent CDPD. For high bandwidths we did 

choose 1000 Kb/sec to represent the set of bandwidths that can be obtained from Wirelrss 

Ethernet cards. 

To observer the importance of the second parameter, the relative CPU speeds, we 

did fix the bandwidth to 1000 Kb/sec so that the bandwidth does not become a bottleneck 



between the mobile device and the proxy device. The third parameter is varied from 1 to 

N-M while varying the other parameters. This is because of the nature of the simple GGP 

algorithm. The previous experiments are nin for a PDA and a laptop as client devices. 

The PDA a n s  on a RSIC processor of 75 MHz and the laptop mns on a Pentium 

processor of 133 MHz. The proxy server nins on 350 MHz Pentium II. 

The performance of Java Applications depends primarily on the performance of 

the JVM. Since both laptop and the proxy server run relatively high performance JVMs 

using JX compilen, the relative Java application performance on both CPUs is 

maintained. However, JVM on the PDA we use is very slow and does not support J ï ï  

compilers, the relative CPU speed degrade considerably. We measured the relative CPU 

speed between the PDA, laptop and the proxy and found to be 1:116 and 1:I. 

respectively. Therefore, while varying bandwidth, the relative CPU speeds are fixed to 

1 :2 and 1 : 1 16 for PDA as a client, and 1:4 for laptop as client. 

In the following section, Local Performance and Remote Performance factors are 

based on decoding 38 MP3 coded audio frames, with the assumption that output is mono. 

with sampling rate of 1 1025, and 16 bits per sample. 



Table 7.2 An estimation of the Response Time and Power Consumption for PDA as 
Client with BW = 19.2kbls and RCPUS = 2. 
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Table 7.3 An estimation of the Response Time and Power Consumption for PDA as 
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Table 7.4 An estimation of the 
Client with 

Response Time and Power Consumption for PDA as 
BW = iOûûkb/s and RCPUS = 2. 
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Table 7.5 An estimation of the Response Time and Power Consumption for PDA as 
Client with BW = 10ûûkb/s and RCPUS = 116. 
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Table 7.6 An estimation of the Response Tirne and Power Consumption for Laptop as 
Client with BW = 19.2kb/s and RCPUS = 4. 
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Table 7.7 An estimation of the Response Time and Power Consumption for PDA as 
Client with BW = 1000kb/s and RCPUS = 4. 
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From previous tables, available bandwidth is an important factor. Tables 7.2 and 

7.3 show that if the bandwidth is the bottleneck in the system. no matter what the relative 

CPU speed is, neither reduction in powcr consnmption ncr increases in MP3 plqcr 

performance cm happen. However, if the bandwidth is not the bottleneck, then the 

relative CPU speed becomes decisive factor in increasing the performance and the 

decreasing power consumption at the mobile device. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show that it is 

possible to save power and increase performance of the MP3 player if the entire decoder 

will be executed remotely and the PDA only works as sound player. However, increasing 

performance of the MP3 player it does not mean that the MP3 player becomes an 

efficient player unless the performance index is 100% or more. 

The decrease in the power consumption happens when the available bandwidth is 

high. This is because the lower the bandwidth is; the longer it takes to transmit data, 

which in tum, cause more power consumption. Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 show that with 

high bandwidths, regardlrss of the relative CPU speed, there is a considerable gain in 

power consumption. 

The computation power of the mobile device is an important factor as well. Table 

7.6 and Table 7.7 show that local efficiency of the player is always higher than remote 

efficiency even though the available bandwidth in Table 7.7 is sufficient to handle the 

decoded sound and the computational power is quit high at the proxy server. This argues 

for the use of multi-set of multi proxies' infrastmcture to support multi mobile users 

rather than one proxy server infrasmcnire for multi mobile users [80]. 



Results show that it is not always beneficial to start shipping code to gain 

performance andlor decrease power consumption. They totally depend on the graph 

topology and the data traffic volume between objects. The following observation is 

specifically for the MP3 player mentioned in Chapter 6. The Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show that 

there is a considerable decrease in power consumption as well as an increase in the 

performance of the MP3 player; however, Tables 7.6 and 7.7 show that if is not wonh 

shipping the MP3 decoder remotely due to high degradation in both power consumption 

and performance. 

Previously mentioned parameters are important in detennining which of 

application objects should be offloaded to the proxy server. The GGP determines which 

objects of an object graph should be clustered together; but it does not determine which 

objects should be moved. The previous equations help in deciding which of the objects 

should be offloaded to the proxy server if offloading is beneficial. 

Generally, the previous tables indicate that for the PDA case, it is worth 

offloading the entire decoder to the proxy server if there is high bandwidth and the 

relative CPU speed is high as well. 

In Table 7.5, partition number 56 that holds the complete decoder is the only 

cluster that allows the increase in performance of the MP3 decoder and decrease in the 

power consumption. This is because none of the other clusters give better results with the 

same environment conditions. The output of the GGP algonthm depends completely on 

the topology of the object graph. In the MP3 object graph, the arnount of the traffic 



between the objects is very high. This is because of the nature of the MP3 decoder not to 

mention the centralized topology of the MP3 decoder, which favors shipping the entire 

decoder rather shipping a part of the decoder. If the graph topology as well as the amount 

of the trafic between objects changes, it might be possible to increase performance and 

reduce the power consumption by partially shipping objects of the object graph rather 

than the entire object graph. 

We used voyager with the MP3 player to offload certain clusters from iaptop to 

the proxy server, measure the efficiency of the player, and compare them with the 

estimated values in Table 7.7. The player decodes 38 frames (approximately one second 

to play) and converts the stereo output to mono of sampling rate 1 1025 MHz with 16 bits 

per sample. Table 7.8 shows the chosen clusters and the partition numbers, the local 

efficiency, and the remote efficiency when the certain clusten of objects are moved 

remotely to the proxy server. 

Table 7.8: Efficiency of the MP3 pIayer when certain clusters are shipped rernotely for 
execution. 



The measured vaiues in Table 7.8 shows that there is no much difference between 

them and the estimated values in Table 7.7. Thus, the equations 7.1 to 7.6 c m  be used to 

have an estimation of the cost mode1 of offloading application objects remotely. 



8. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this chapter we summarize the thesis and introduce possible improvements and 

future work on the adaptive mobile toolkit. 

8.1 Conclusions 

Finding approaches to reduce power consumption and to improve application 

performance is a vital and interesting problem to be investigated. On many levels, 

approaches have been developed to address the problem of reducing power consumption 

and increasing the response time. They range from hardware to software level approaches 

as mentioned previously. 

One of the approaches is to divide a mobile application staticaily at design time 

into a server and client model, where the client executes at the mobile device and the 

server runs at a fixed host in the wired network. Splitting an application staticaily does 

not guarantee the maximum quality of service to the users, especidly in mobile 

computing environments due to the mobile computing environment challenges and the 

highly dynamic fluctuation of available resources. 



To improve quality of service to the users, at the fixed host, filtering mechanisms 

that work according to the current condition of the mobile computing environment are 

deployed, which make mobile applications more adaptive. However, in our ihesis work 

we suggested a new approach based on Greedy Graph partition for adaptive mobile 

applications, in which an application's objects will be split dynamically between the 

mobile device and fixed host according to the mobile device and fixed host's available 

resources and wireIess network state. 

This approach requires special infrastructure and toolç rather than a specific 

application design. Two issues are important for realizing application adaptation. The 

first is that the operating system must support a mechanism of notifyinp applications of 

changes in the mobile environment. The second is to provide a systematic way to build 

adaptive applications embodied in frameworks and toolkits. Thus we designed and 

developed a mobile object toolkit that run on WindowsCE platform that run JVM. With 

this toolkit we combine J W s  on both the proxy server and the mobile device as one 

vinual machine from the application point of view to dynarnically split applications 

object between JVMs. 

Mobile applications, especially ones that do intensive computation and 

communication, can be divided dynamically as a client and server between the wired 

network and the mobile device according to the mobile environment and to the 

availability of the resources on both the mobile device and the wired network. With our 

approach, we allow more windows of adaptability to the mobile environment. In addition, 



it allows the applications to have dynamic access to faster machines through faster 

servers. This will increase the performance of applications and reduce the power 

consumption on mobile devices since offloading computation to the wired network wiil 

reduce the CPU cycles and memory required to achieve certain tasks at mobile devices. 

Although Java as is our p n m q  developing language for applications as well as 

for implementing our toolkit, Java Virtual Machines are in early stages of development, 

particularly those for the WindowsCE platform. They need to be extended to expon the 

mobile computing environment variables, such as available bandwidth, battery l i  fetime 

and power available at the mobile host as well as performance parameters such as CPU 

utilization. These extensions require the use of native interfaces, which if not 

standardized. will prevent the mobile adaptive application from being portable. 

We suggested a modified Greedy Graph Partitionhg algorithm to group objects 

for Load Sharing purposes. As proof of concept, we implemented an MP3 Player in Java. 

We measured the CPU tirne and data volume traffic of its object graph that was obtained 

by special toolkits based on instrumented Java Virtual Machines. 

To demonstrate the feasibility of the dynarnic load balancing approach, we use the 

MP3 player object graph as input to the Greedy Graph Partition to obtain clusters that 

contain strongly related objects. Through calculation models which are based on the 

available bandwidth and the relative CPU speeds to estimate power consurnption costs 

and performance costs metncs, we determine which of the clusters should be moved to 

improve one or both of die rnetrics. The resulü showed that it is possible to 



simultaneously improve both metrics by dynarnicaily shipping the entire MP3 decoder to 

the proxy server. 

8.2 Future Work 

We highly suggest the improvement of the mobile object toolkit to help facilitate 

the implementation of the adaptive mobile application for PDAs in particular. The main 

improvement on this toolkit would be improving the implementation of the RiVI 

protocol, which is based on serialized object commands between the object servers on 

both Java Virtual Machines. Currentiy. we manually wnre proxy objects; however, we 

suggest developing tools to automate this process and integrate it with the toolkit. 

Determining the clustering level of object graph of an application with morc 

robust algorithm is another avenue of the future research. Currently we run the algorithm 

with al1 possible clustering sizes. Other possible ways could use an estimate to level of 

clustering. Ultimately. we require an algorithm that would react to the rapid changes of 

the environment, and we need to investigate how to reduce the impact of rapid change in 

the environment. 

The MP3 player we implemented does not react to the changes in bandwidth. We 

fixed the output playing rate and the sarnpling size. Further study is required to show 

how application adaptation policies affect and interact w ith the automated adaptation by 

our toolkit. 
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Appendix A 

Java Native Interface for WindowsCE platforms 

Introduction 

The Raw Native Interface (kUT) is a set of functions and structures defined in 

native.h and nativc0m.h. EWI provides an efficient way of both traversing between Java 

and native code, and manipulating objects while in native code. 

Using RNI requires knowledge of garbage collection, pointer locking, and other 

issues. Dynamic-link libraries (DLLs) you cal1 through RN1 need to be specially written 

to work with RNI. You can not use RN1 ro cal1 arbitrary D L h ,  although you can write 

wrapper DI& for them. 

To work with RNI, native code must follow naming conventions, adapt to Java 

data representations, and deal with the garbage collection process of the Java 

environment. For example, if the native code is going to be in a long loop, the garbage 

collecter should be called periodically. Similady, if the code is going to block on user 



input or cal1 a thread that will block, it should cal1 the garbage collecter around the code 

that cm block. Furthemore, objects need to be protected by garbage collection frames 

when cailing back into Java. 

AI1 this increases prograrnming complexity. In exchange for this complexity, you 

aet greater speed and full access to al1 objects' fields. A gooduse of RNI is systems-level b 

programming tasks, such as extending the capabilities of the Microsoft virtud machine 

(Microsoft VM). The example describes the mechanism of calling between Java and 

native code (typically C or C++) using the Microsoft VM for WindowsCE platform. 

For funher information of how to write D U ,  please consult the following web 

page. hnp://msdn.mictoso~.com/fibrary/devprods/vs6/~~uaic/vccore/~core~dl~~3a~.ove~iew.htm 

Example: Wave Output extension for JVM in Windows CE 

To generate, compile and integrate the native code, stub files and header 

files of any native classes please read the release notes of the JVM of WindowsCE 

version 1.1 The following example shows how you could extend the Java Virtual 

Machine such that you would be able to play PCM or wave file formats through Java 

applications. 

The example contains the following files. 

ceWaveOutDevice.java : A java file that contains the native 

declaration of the wave output device of the WindowsCE. 



ceWaveOutDeviceDLLiMain.cpp: A C++ file that contains the starting 

point of the DLL entry point and the necessary related initialization 

WaveOutDevice.cpp : A CU file that contains the implementation of 

the wave output device for WindowsCE. 

Wave0utDevice.h: The header file of the WaveOutDevice.cpp 

CeWave0utDeviceDLL.def : The required definitions for the compiler 

to compile the DLL. 

package javacex.ceWav&utDevice; 

public class ccWaveûutDevicc 

static( 

pubiic ccWavcOutDevicc( int nBitsPcrSample, int n F r q ,  int nChannels) 
{ 

private int nBitsPerSarnple: 
private int nFrq; 
private int nChaaneh; 
pnvate int totaBytcsPerSec; 
private in t exccptionNumber; 

pnvate synchtonized native int ceWaveOutDeviccûpen( int nBitsPerSarnpIe, int nFreq, int 
nCbanneIs); 

private synchrunized native int ceWavtOutDeviceCiose(); 
private synchronized native int ceWaveûutDeviceWrite@yteo data, int size); 
private synchronized native boolean ccWaveûutDevictSrillPIaying0; 
private synchronizcd native int ceWaveûutDcviccSetVoIume(iit 1-voIum, int r-volum); 
private synchronized native int ceWaveOutDeviceGetVoIume0; 



private synchnized native int ceWaveOutDevieRestartO; 1 
private synchronized native int ceWaveûutDeviceMute0; 

// open the device 

pubiic synchronized void openo 

pubtic synchronized void pause0 
t 

ceWaveOutDevicePau:e0; 
1 
pubüc synchronized void restarto 

ceWavtOutDeviccRestart0; 
1 
public synchronizcd void ciose() 
( 

public synchronized void writt(byteu data, int sizc) 

ceWaveOutDeviceWrite( data, size ); 
1 

public synchronizcd booltan s tillPiaying0 

public synchronized void setVolumc(int 1-volm, int r-voIum) 
{ 

public synchronized void rmite0 
{ 

ceWaveOutDeviceMut6; 
1 

public synchnized int getRVoIume( int value ) 
{ 

renirn ( (int) (( value 8i Cmt)OxOûûûFFûû) » 8)); 
1 
public synchronized int gctLVoIume( int value ) 
{ 

r e m  ( Ont) ( value & (iit)OxûûûûûûFF) ); 
1 
public synchronized int getVolume0 
{ 

r e m  ceWaveOutDtviceGttVoIume0; 
1 



WCHAR *szAppName = LnRawSoundDevicc"; 
WCHAR *stTitIe = LwRawSoundDevice"; 

HINSTANCE ghinst = NULL; il instance of library 
HANDLE ghLibHeap = NULL; // global hcap used for library 
HWND hWnd; 
DWORD exccptionNumber, 

BOOL InitAp pikation (EiINSTANCE hiastance); 
BOOL Initfnstance~NSTANCE hInstancc, int nCmdShow): 
BOOL DiIïntidization( HINSTANCE hïnstancc.int nCmdShow); 

tRESüLT CAUBACK WndProc ( HWND hWnd,UMT message,WPARAM uParam,LPARAM Param); 

void onDESTROY-MsgC HWND hWnd, U N ï  message,WPARAM uParam. LPARAM Param); 
void onPAINT.Msg( HWND hWn& UINT message,WPARAM Uparam, WARAM Param); 

void sttExceptioaNumber( WaveûutDeviceError *wode) 
{ 

if( wode-mrCacaogary ) 

,declspec(dllexport) DWORD -decl RMGccCompatibleVersionO 

if( wod !=W) 
{ 

HjavacmceWaveOu tDevÏce-ceWave0utDevice *p hThisSafe; 
GCFrarnE gcf; 



long rcsdt = OL; 
WaveOutDevirrEm}r wode; 
( 

if( wod !=W) 



1 
,decIspec(dIlexport) long c d e c l  javacex~ceWaveOutDevice,ceWaveOutDevice~ceWavtOutDevicePause( stmct 
3javacex~ceWaveOutDevice~ceWavcOutDcvice+ hThis ) 

I 

long result = OL 
WaveOutDeviceErrcr wode; 

ObjtctMonitorEnt~phniisSafe); 
result = wod->pausePlayingO; 

r e m  remît; 
1 
-decl~@iiexport) long -cdecl j a ~ ~ ~ ~ c e ~ a v c ~ u ~ e v i c e ~ c e ~ a v ~ (  
itntct Hjavactx,~eWaveOPtDeVice~ceWavtOutDcvice* h'ïhis, long longl, long long2 ) 
r 
1 

long rrsnlt = OL; 
1 

if( wod != NWLL ) 

Hjavac~ceWavcOucDcvi~e~ceWaveOutDevice *phniisSafe; 
WaveOutDeviceError wode; 



-decIspec(dllexport) Iong c d e c l  javacex~ceWaveOuiDevice~ceWaveOutDevice~ceWav~tDevic&cVolume( 
itnict Hjavacex-ceWaveOutDevice-ceWavtOutDevice* hThis ) 

long result = OL; 
DWORD value; 
WaveOutDeviceEnor wode; 

if( wod != MILL ) 
t 

Hjavac~ceWaveOutDevi~t~ccWaveûutDevice *phThissate; 

1 
,decispec(dilexport) long c d e c l  j a v a c e x , ~ ~ W a v c O u t D e v i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W a v e O u t D e v i c e ~ c e W a v ~ ~ ~ c e W n ~ (  smct 
Hjavacen-ceWa~tOutDeVice~ceWavÇOutDeVi~t* hThis, stntct KArrayCXByte* obj 1, long long I ) 
( 

long result = Ot; 
char *data; 
WavcOutDeviceError wode; 

struct ( 
Hjavace.~ceWavcOutD tVice,ceWaveOutDcvice *p hThisSafe; 

HAnayûaB yte* pobjl Safe; 
1 gc; 



if( wod != MIIL) 
C 

GCFramePush(&gcf, &gc, sizeof(gcj]; 

gc.pbniisSafe = h W ;  
gcpobj 1 Sak = objl; 
Objec~¶onitorEnter(gc.phniisSafe); 
data = ct,unhand(ArrayOfB~gc.pobj 1 Safe)->body; 
result = wod->playSouad( data, Iongl); 
if( wod->gttError( &woàe ) ) 
{ 

setExctp tionNumber(&wodc); 
if( gc.phThisSafe != NULL ) 
ct,unhand(javacexexceWavtOutDcvice~ceWav~ce,gc.phThisSafs)- 

xxceptionNumber = exceptionNumber, 

1 
rcturn resutr, 

1 
-declspec(dllexport) long c d e c l  javacex,ceWavtOutDevi~e~~eWaveOutDevicc~ceWav~~evic~ose( sauct 
Hjavaccx~ceWaveOutDevic~~ceWav~tDevic~ hThis ) 



-declspx(dllexpoct) long ,cdecl javaccx,ceWaveOutDeM~e~ceWaveOutDevice~ce~Vav~tDe~c~~( stmct 
fjavacex,ceWaveûutDevice,ceWaveOutDevice* hThis, long longl, long Ion& long long3 ) 

long result = OL; 
WaveOutDeviceError wode; 
/hadEntryFfame thmdEntryFrame; 

Hjavace~ceWaveOutDevi~t~ceWavcOutDevi~t *phThisSafe; 
GCFrame gcf; 
GCFraxnePush(&gcf. hphniisSafe, sizeoi(p h'ïhissafe)); 
phThisSafe = hThis; 
ObjectMonitorEntcr(phThisSak); 
wod = new WavtOutDevice(hWnd,( WORD) longl,long2,(WûRD) long3 ); 
if( wod != NLJLL ) 
I 

if( wod->geffir( gtwode ) ) 

,deckpec(dElexport) /* bookan *i long -decl 
avacex,~~WaveOulDevice~ceWavcOufDevice~mWavcOutDeviceS h'IlPlaying( stnict 
Hjavacex-~eWaveOutDeM'ce~~~WavtOuü)evict* hThis ) . 

. - ' L J  
" - . . 



WaveOutDeviceError wode; 

if( wod != NULL ) 
r 

BOOL CALLBACK DllMain(HINSTANCE kt, DWORD dwReason, LPVOlD lpv) 
[ 

switch (dwReason) 

case DLL,PROCESS,A'ïTACH: 

if( DUintiaiizatioa(hinst, SW-DE)  = FALSE ) 
retum FALSE; 

sndPlaySound(Ll\Wmdo~~\Wml.wav*,SND,SYNC); 
if (!ghinst) 

ghinst = hinst; 
if ((ghLibHcap = HeapCreatc(0,2048,0))=NULL) 
( 

return FAUE; 
1 
bteak; 

case DU-PROCESS-DETACH: 



break; 
1 
retum T'RUET 

1 
I*****************f***************************************** 

k 

LRES WLT W B  ACK WndProc ( HWND 

LRESULT CALLBACK WndProc ( HWND hWnd,UMT message,WPWf uParam.LPAILUII1Param) 
l 

svcitch (message) 
( 

case WM-PAINT: 
onPAINT,Msg@Wnd,message,uParam,~aram~; 

bteak; 
case WM-DESTROY: 

onDESTROY,Msg(hWnd,message,~armPa~); 
brtak; ' 

default: 
r e m  (DeWidowProc(hWnd, message, uParam, Param)); 

1 

void onPAINT-Msg( HWND hWnd, UINT message,WPARAM uPararn, LPARAM P m )  

void onPAINT'Msg( HWND bWnd, UINT message,WARAM uParam, LPARAM Param) 
l 

HDC hdc; 
Pi4DmTRUCT ps; 

hdc = BeginPaint(hWnd, &ps); 
EndPaint(hWnd, &ps); 

void onDESTRûY-Msg( HWND hWnd, W message,WPARAM uParam, LPARALM Param) 

void onDESTROY,Msg( HWND hWnd, UINT message,WPARAM uParam, LP-1 Param) 



if( wod != NULL ) 

delete wod; 
wod = NULL; 

1 

'*********************************************************** 
I 

r BOOL Ini tAp plication (HINSTANCE hInstance) 
I 

..................................................................... 

wc.sty1e = O ; 
wc.lpfnWndProc = (WNDPROC) WndProc; 
wc.cbCisExtra = 0; 
wc.cbWndExtra = O; 
wchhtance = bInstance; 
wc.hlcon = NULL, 
wc.hlursor = NUW; 
wchbrBackground = (HBRUSH) GetStodrObjectm-BRUSH); 
wc.lpszMcnuNamc = NULL; 
wcJpszCIassName = szAppName; 

BOOL f = (RcgisterClass(&wc)); 
rctum f; 

I 

BOOL initfnstancc(H1NSTANCE hInstance, int nCmdShow) 

B W L  InitInstance(HINSTANCE hIustance, int nCmdShow) 
[ 

ff Use the defauit window settings. 
hWnd = CreateWindow(szAppNarne$tTitle,WSSWSIBLE I WS-SYSMENU, 

0,O.W-USEDEFAmT,WUSEDEFAULT, 
-9 -, mtançt, m l ;  

if @Wnd = 0) /f Check whetha values returaed by CreateWrndowO are valid. 
(FALSE); 

if (ïsWmdow('hWnd) != T'RUE) 
- F m ;  

S howWmdow(hWnd, nCmdShow); 
UpdateWmdow(hWnd); 
renirnmUE); // Window handIt hWnd is valid. 



BOOL Dlllntidization( HINSTANCE hh~mce ,  int nCmdShow ) 



ir WaveOutDevice.cpp: implevtation of the WaveOutDevice cIass. 

foid copyMemory( PVOID dest, const void *src, DWORD Ien); 
ioid zeroMemory( PVOiD dcst,DWORD lm); 

void CALLBACK WaveOutDevicm&Stub(HWAVEOUT h w o , ü N î  uMsg,DWORD dwUser,DWORD 
iwparaml ,DWORD dwPararn2); 

uoid CALLBACK WavcOutDcviceCallBackStub(HWAVE0UT hwo,üTNT uMsgSWORD dwUserJIW0R.û 
iwparaml ,DWORD dwParam2) 

:t ass WavtOutDevice *wod; 
wod = ( class WavtOutDeviu *) dwuser, 
wod->WaveOutDevictCaI1Back(hwo, uMsg, dwUscr, dwParaml,dwParam2); 
t 

void WaveOutDevicc::setErrorFie1&( DWORD gen, DWORD spec, DWORD l ind 
( 

WCHAR *mg1 = L"WOD[Constnictor[waveOatOpuil]]"; 
WC- *msg2 = L"WOD[Constnictor[wa~&tOpcn2]]~; 
WCHAR %sg3 = LWD[Cons~ctorf"iCapabIe] J "; 

this->hWnd = hWnd; 
possiiIeToGo =me; 
c0unteri.n = counterOut = OL; 



result = waveOutOpen( &hwo, nWaveOutDevices-1 ,&wfX,( DWORD) ::WaveOutDeviceCallBrrckStub 
,(DWORD) this, CALLBACK-FUNCïiON I WAVE-FORMAT-DIRECT ); 

setEnorFields( WAVEOUTDEVICE-GENERAL-NOERR* OL, ,LINE, ); 

1 
else 
{ 

possibleToGo = false; 
setErrorFieids( WAVEOUTDEMCE-GENERAL-OPEN, r a d  t, ,Lm-  ); 

1 
elsc 

possibIeToGo = false; 
1 

1 

WCHAR *mg1 = L"WOD[mute[pausc~"; 
WCHAR fmsg2 = LnWOD[mute[nset]]"; 
WCHAR *mg3 = LWûD[mute[restart]] n; 

ifI !pos&lcToGo ) 

r e m  OL; 
1 
EnterCriticaiSection(&cs); 



I/ ok we set the value; 
1 
else 
{ 

possibleToGo = false; 
setErrorFieIds( WAVEOUTDEVICECEGENERALGENERALREST~T. resui t. 

1 
1 
eise 
1 

possib1eToGo = false; 
setEm>tFiel&( WAVEOüïDEVICE_GENERALENERALRESFI: muIt, ,LINE- ); 

WCHAR * mg1 = LmWaveOu~vice[deconstmctorfwaveOutReset]]"; 
WCHAR * ms@ = L"WavcOutDevice[deco(1~tnictorfwavtOutCIose]]~; 

//This test n& to bc checkcd 
// to consider if the mot- has happenexi during playing. 



void WaveOutDevice::setWavcFormatXHeader(wORD wBitsPerSmple,DWORD nSamplesPerSec,WORD 
nChmcIs) 

B OOL WaveOutDevic~:isWavcOutDcvictCapable( void ) 
C 

WCHAR msgl= L"WavcOutDevice[IsWaveOutDeviccCapab~e[waveOutGct]]"; 
WCHAR msg2 = L'WaveOutDe~ce[~sWaveOutDevic~pab1e[waveOutGtrDevCaps ]]"; 

// W e  need to compare if the device is ok to hande. 
Il data that are coming. 



3ûûL Wave0utDevicc::c heakGeneralEnor( WORD enCode, WCHAR * msgBoxTitie) 
r 
1 

WCHAR *e~bfsga = 
{ 

L" 1:WaveDeviceOut:Device is not capable to satisfy rcq.", 
Lw2:WaveDeviceOut:Cound Not Frce Up memeory IpDatan, 
LH3:WaveDcviceOut:Cound Not FE Up mcmeory pwhw, 
LU4:WaveDeviccOut:Cound Not Mloc Up memcory IpDataR, 
L5:WaveDeviceOut:Cound Not AUoc Up rnemcory pwhn, 
L6:WavcDevictOut:Data Size is negative" 
1; 

BOOL rcâumVaIue = me; 

MessageBox( hWnd, enMsgf &ode-f ] , msgBoxTidc, MB-OK); 
returnValuc = false; 

1 
clse 

MessagcBox( hWnd, L"Out of range*, msgBoxTitie, MB-OR; 
remrnVdue = false; 

J 
rcturn rcturnvaiue; 

1 

BOOL WavcOutDevict::chtakWavtOucDeviccRtsult( MbiRESULT errlode, WCHAR msgBoxTide, DWORD 
ine) 
r 
L 

WCHAR mMsg[265]; 
B O L  retuxnVatuc; 
DWORD d t ;  
WCHAR * msg 1 = L"WOD[cheakWaveoutDeviceRcsult[waveOutGeffirText]]"; 
WCHAR * c-mgl = Lw Bad Enor Number"; 
WCHAR c,msg2 = Ln No driver "; 
WCHAR * cmg3 = Ln No m m m y  avaiablc"; 

switch ( errCode ) 
{ 

case M M S Y S ~ O E R R O R ~  
.- - 



defad t: 
remit = waveOurGetErrorText(enCode, mMsg, sizeof( errMsg )); 
switch( result ) 
I 

case MMSYSERR-BADERRNUbf: 
wsprintf(errMsg,L"%s :[Une 

%d]",c,msgl .UNE_); 
MessageBox( hWnd, enMsg , m g  1. MB-OK); 

retuntvalue = false; 
brcak; 

case MMSYSERR-NODRIVER: 
wsprintf(errMsg,L"%s :bine %d]",c_mg2,LrNE_); 

MessageBox( hWnd, crrMsg . msg 1. MB-OK); 
renunVaIue = faise; 
break; 

case MMSY SERR,NOMEM: 
wsprintf(c~Msg,L"%s :[Line %d)",c-mg 1 . L I  NE-); 
MessagcBox( hWnd, enhfsg , c-mg3. MB-OK); 
retumvdue = fdse; 
b& 

dcfaul t: 
wspnntf(errMsg,L"%s :[Line %dl", errh4sgJine); 
MessageBox( hWnd, enMsg , msgBoxTitle, 
MxoK); 

nnirnVaIue = fdse; 
break; 

1 

BOOL WavcOutDevice::stiWlaying( void ) 
[ 

EnterCn'ticaiSection(&cs); 

teaveCn ticalSection(&cs); 
nturn fdse; 

1 

nt WaveûutDcvict::setVoIume( long IV, long N ) 

DWORD d u e =  OL; - 
* . . . .. . - .  .a - , 



LcavtCriticalSection(8ics); 
nturn OL; 

1 
int W;rveOurDevice::gctVoiumc( DWORD d u e  ) 
( 

WCHAR mg1 = LWaveOu tDevicc[setVofume[waveOPtGetV~Iume]]~; 

LeaveCriticaiScction(&cs); 
m m  OL; 

int Wavc0utDevice::res tartPlaying( void ) 



m I t  = wavtOutRestart(hwo); 
if ( cheakWaveOutDtviceReSult(i~~dt,msgf .I.TM;I) ) 
{ 

// ok we set the value; 

Int WaveOutDevict::pausePfaying( void ) 
I 

WCHAR * mgl= L"WavtOutDevice[pausePlaying[wavdSutPa~e]]"; 
if( !possibleToGo ) 
{ 

ntum OL; 
1 

filcrCriticalSection(&cs); 

mult = waveOutPause(hwo): 
if ( cheakWaveOutDevictResul t(nsuIt,msgI ) 

II ok we set the vaiue; 

1 
teaveCriticaiSection(&cs); 
r e m  OL; 

BWL W ~ V ~ O U ~ D ~ V ~ C C : : ~ ~ ~ S O M ~ ~ ~  &-DWORD ccceiv&atasize) 

WCHAR * mg1 = ~ ~ a v t ~ u t ~ e v i c c [ p l a y ~ o u n d [ w a v c ~ u t ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ e a d e r ] ~ ~ ;  
WCHAR * mg2 = LWavtOutDevice[playSo~d[waveOutWrite~~; 
WCHAR * mg3 = LWaveOP~ce~aveOutDeVictCallBackIfAK:atAUoc~]]"; 
WCHAR * mg4 = LWaveOntDeVia~aveOutDcvi~a~k[localAlloc2]]~; 



BOOL returnvalue = me; 
En terCri tîcaISection(&cs); 

if( receivedDataSize > OL) 

pwh = (LPWAVEHDR) LocalAlloc~l,RXED,sizeof(WAVEHDR)); 

if( pwh = N U U )  

LcsveCria'calStction(&a); 
return false; 

1 
zerobf cmory((WVOI1D )pw h,@WORD) sizeof( WAVEHDR )); 
pwh-ApData = (LPSïR) LocaIAUoc(LMEM-WD,teceivcdDataSizc); 

if( pwh-ApData = NULL ) 

if( chestkGeneralEnor( 5, rnsg3) ) 
{ 

fI make sure that it rttums nul1 i.c that is pwh is fmd. 
LodFree@wh); 
pwh = NULL; 
LeaveCn'ticaiSection(&cs); 
r e m  false; 

1 
copyMemory@wh->lpDataseccivcdData, receivedDataSize); 

pwh->ciwusa = ( DWORD ) ihis; 
pwh->dwBuff~Length = reci5vedDataSizt; 
pwh->dwFlags = WHDR,BEG?NLûûP t WHDR-ENDLûûP; 
pwh->dwLoops = 1; 



resuit = wav~utWnte(hwo,pwh,s i t~~  WAVEHDR ) ) ; 
if ( cheakWaveOutDeviceResuIt(resuIt,mg2LINEJ ) 

counterFn++; 
1 
cise 
{ 

rcturnVaIue = false; 
possibleToûo = falst; 
seErrorFiclds( WAVEOUTDEWCE-GENERAL.-MUE, result, U N E -  ); 

} 
e1se 

rcturnVdue = faix, 
possibleToGo = falsc, 

AREHEADER, resuit, ,UNE, ); 

void WaveOutDevi~:WaveOutI)eviceCaIIBack(HW hwo,üNï  uMsg,DWORD dwUser,DWORD 
dwParaml DWORD dwParam2) 
( 

WCKAR * msgf = LmWaveOutDeVrce~avtOutDeviccCallBatfr[~tnOutUnprcpareHead~~]n; 
WCHAR * msg2 = LWanOutIkvict~aveOutDeViccCatBack~l]]";  



LPWAVEHDR pwh; 
switch( uMsg ) 
{ 

case WOM-OPEN; 
break; 

case WOM-DONE: 

pwh = ( LPWAVEHDR ) dwParaml; 
resuIt = waveOutUnprrpareHeader( hwo,pwh,sizeof(WAVEHDR)); 
if ( chcakWaveOutDcvictRcsult(resuft,l~l~gl.LTNE) ) 

{ 
if( LocalFrcc(pwh-ApData ) = NULL ) 
{ 

if( LocalFftc(pwh) = NUU. ) 



void copyMemory( PVOlD dest, coast void *m. DWORD len) 

register DWORD i = len; 

if( len c= OL ) cetuni; 
do ( 

-1; 

*( ((unsigneci char *)(dest))+i ) = *( ((unsigncd char *)(src))+i ); 
) whüe(i>OL); 

1 

void zcmMcmory( PVOID dest,DWORD lm) 
( 

rcgister DWORD i = Ito; 
if( len c= OL ) retum: 
do ( 

-i ; 
*( ((unsigneci char *)(dest))+i ) = 0; 



I Wave0utDevice.h: interface for the WaveOutDevice dass. 
1 

tif !defined(AFX,WAVEOUTDEVICECEHD5C67602-D3F4-1 1D2-A2CD-54 1 C05C 10000,INCLUDEDJ 
tdefine AFX,WAVEOUTDEVICE,H,DSC67602,D3F4,1 lD2-ASCD-54lCOSCI0000,MCLUDED- 

fif -MSC-VER >= 1 0  
@mgma once 
#endif// ,MSC,VER >= 1ûûû 
finclude cwindows.b 
tinclude <windowsx.b> 
finclude anmsystenb 
fdefine MMRESLLT DWORD 

'/ #de fine BOOL bool 

DWORD emrlataogary; 
DWORD emrSpeccfic; 
DWORD emrlineNumber; 

public: 
WavtOutDevicc(HWND hWnd,WORD wBitsPerSampIe,DWORD nSamplesPerSec,WORD nlhanneis); 
virtual -WavtOutDeviceO; 
int pausePIaying( void ); 
int ntartPIaying( void ); 
int pIaySound(LPSTR rmivedData, DWORD receivedDaiaSize); 
int stiUPIayi'ag( void ); 
int sctVolume( Iong , long ); 
int gctVoIume( DWORD * value ); 
kt mute( void ); 
BOOL getEm>r( suuct WavcOutDeviceEnor * wode); 

finend void CALLBACK WavtOutDeVictCal1BackS~b(HwAVEOUT hwo,UINT uMsgDW0R.D 
dwUser,DWORD dwPararnl J3WOR.D dwParam2); 

private: 

BOOL cheakGen-r( WORD enCodc, WCHAR *msgBoxTitie); 
BOOL chdcWavcOutDeviceRtsult( MMRESULT resuIt, WCHAR *msgBoxTitle, DWORD Iine); 
BOOL isWavtOutDeviccCapabIc( void ); 



void setWaveFomtXHcader(W0RD wBitsPerSamplt,DWORD nSamplesPerSec,WORD 
nlhannels); 

private: 

1; 

#de fine 
#define 
#cithe 
#define 
#define 
#defint 
#define 
#define 
#detint 
#define 
#de fine 
#de fine 
#define 

void setEnorEelds( DWORD gen, DWORD sptc ,DWORD line); 

wom 
HWAVEOUT 
HWND 
BOOL 
MMRESULT 
WAVEOUTCAPS 
WAVEFORMATEX 
LPWAVEHDR 
CRrrICAL,SErnON 
DWORD 
OWORD 
DWORD 
DWORn 
DWORD 

WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 
WAVEO 

DEV 
IEV 
IEV 
>Es/ 
IEV 
>EV 
3- 
IEV 
3Ev 
IEV 
IEV 
IEV 
2EV 

n WaveûutDevices; 
hwo; 
hWnd; 
possibleToGo; 
result; 
woc; 
wfx; 
pwh; 
Cs: 
counterh; 
counterOut; 
crrorcataogary; 
errorspeccfic; 
crrorLineNumbcr, 



; Def file use in Visud CM V 5.0 
LfBRARY ceWaveOutDeviceDLL 
DESCRIPnON Native D U  for Playing Sound. on C '  written by Saïirn H. Omar' 



Appendix B 

Example of Using Object Mobility Toolkit 

The following example demonstrates how the object rnobility toolkit APIS can be 

used. We demonstrate the client side only since the semer side is very similar Note that to 

understand the mechanism behind the achieving such distributed toolkit, a basic 

knowledge about Java and, particularly, Java Reflection APIS is a must. 

The following code represents the client side, mobile device side. By running this 

code the necessary objects will be created and initialized to start the object server on the 

mobile side. The object server starts as a thread and keeps Iistening for the cornmands 

from the other object semer remotely. The graphic user interface used here just to redirect 

the output consoles such as err and out of Java Virtuai Machines. Not dl irnplementation 

of Java Vimial Machines or operating systems provide a consol screen. For exarnple 

WindowsCE does not provide a consol to be used as an output Stream. The program 

dernonstrates the use of APIS that is responsible for initialization process, creating objects 

and moving objects between client and the server Java Vimial Machines. 



package ceDerno; 

impon sodcctsîream.*; 
import ceuserinterface. *; 
impon objcctmobility .*; 
impon sharcd.*; 
import java.io.*; 

public dass MainProgram 
( 

public -tic void main( Stringn argv ) 

// 
// Create the GUI for dispIaying output of the prograiri, 
// 

GUI GG = new GUO; 
Gui.setVisiile( truc ); 
GUIService GuiScnicc = Gui; 

// 
If Redircct the output to the GUI mateci befoce. 
// 

// 
/ /bave emr output to the defadt consol. 
// 

// 
// Crcaie the action perform class that will impIewnt 
// the requîred functionaiity of the dcmo 
// 

ActionPerform actionperform = new ActlonPerformO; 
GuiS~~seKiWonPcrforni(~ciionperform ); 



il 
// Get the run time class 
Il 

m ~ b i k $ k ~ c e  = nuii; // mobility service 
cmml = ouii; // commuaication layer 
ros = nuU; // nmote object service 

ObjectA obja = nul!; !/ the objtct that will be moved 
If and king invoked locdiy 
flot remotely. 

spins = nu& Il Input stteam fmm the socket 
spouts = nuU; // Output stream h m  the socket 

Systeaoutprintin(" l Free memory = " + mficeMemory O); 
SockctStrcam ss = nu; 

w 
// Crcate sockct strrams that the entire communications of the 
// the dishibutcd tootkit wiii go through. 

ss = new SockctStream("l34.117.57.167", 8000); 

// 
// Sctting the dclay betwten data chu& to sirnulate slow wireIcss channels. 
li 
w.setDeIay( l ); 

// 
lI The chunk si= of data that wiii be sbipped at once. 
11 
ss.setChunkSizc( 1024000 ); 

II 
II Crratc communication Iayer 
fi 

11 
// Set the Input and the Output strwms of this Iayer., 
// 

/I Create the Object Servet that kteps listing to the corning commands h m  
// the othtr remte seruers. 

ros = new RemotcObjectSc~cc( muni); 



// Create the Mobility service that is responsibk for moving objects 
// betwetn seners. 
Il 
mobilityService = new Mobility( ms ); 

// 
// Initialize and start the Object Servet. 
Il 

1 
catch( Exception e) 
f 

Systemou~println("ActionPerfonn Exception :hm + e ); 
ntum; 

1 

public void CrrateObjcctO 
f 

// 
// Cmtc an object Called obja, which is a proxy to the rd object 
11 ObjectA, 

obja = ( ObjmA )AssigncPraxy.tissignc(obj;i~iew ObjectAO); 
1 

public void MovtObjcctO 
{ 

I/ We try to movt the O b j d  creattd beforc 
// to the rernote site and gct it back as weU. 
long t 1 = SystemcurrcntTimcM1UO; 

if( mobüityScmcc != aull ) 
( 

if( obja != nul ) 
I 

case Proxyûbject EMOTE: 
mobiiityServiccmoveObjestTo( obja, 
PmxyûbjectLûCAt ); 
break 



1 
eise 
System.out.printin("P1ease mate the objectA first"); 

1 
else 

S ystcaouLprintln("Wait for the sewer to connect"); 

long t2 = SystemcumntTimePulillis0; 
1 

pubIic void ExecuteMethoàQ 
{ 

if( (obja != nulu ) 

try 
( 

long stime; 
long etime; 
int ncalis = 100; 
doubIe avg = ( double 
int m 1 t  =O; 
stime = SystemcurrenffiMilbs('); 
for( int i=û; i < ncalls ; u i  ) 
{ 
stirne = SystemcwratTimeMillisO; 
rcsult = objafunctionl( i ); 
ctimc = SystencuntntTiieMillisO; 
avg += ( etime - stime ); 

System.out.printin("sarnpIe the = " + ( etime - stime )); 
1 
Sysfem~utprintln(~melwil in millis = " + ((( avg )/(ncalls)))); 

Systemoutprintln("Exception in Exccutc method " + e ); 
} 

public void NuiibiethodO 
{ 

if 
ff Here we test how the garbage coilector wilî be invoked .... 
If By trying to invokc the Systnagco. 

obja = ( ObjectA )AssipcProxy.assigne(obja, nuIl ); 
SystentgcO; 



1 public void PrintROSTabIesO 

//This minly is used for debugging tables and reference counters 
II of tfie local abject server 

1 if( ros != nul1 ) 




